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THE TADPOLE-MAN

CHAPTER I

1 IFE to Guido Swartzhausen had been a succession

of experiments. He had always experimented.

From early childhood to adult manhood, those who
knew him remembered him mainly as a small,

freakish, sometimes fiendish and ever determined

youth bent on strange, unusual occupation. He
cluttered hts bedroom with chemical paraphernalia

;

he filled the yard of his father's home with coops

and cages, rabbit hutches and tanks; and gathered

from every accessible quarter the luckless and varied

captives which occupied them.

Herman Swartzhausen, a man of normal ways
himself, and a druggist of Berlin, Ontario, decided

to give his exceptional son an exceptional career.

Guido with his one-track mind, almost if not quite

a paranoic or mono-maniac from birth, decided that

medicine and surgery would harmonize with his

zoological and other obsessions. He acquiesced in

his father's plan, and so eventually invaded the

portals rii a University, where his eccentricities

quickly \.von him the epithet of the "Little Crazy

Guy", and a measure of notoriety. It can be said

quite truthfully that hts departure brought a respite

to Herman, because, during his son's albsence, that

worthy and long-suffering gentleman died.

His studies concluded and his degree obtained,

and with both parents now deceased, Guido retutned

to take possession of the property and to ftep into

the modest wealth that the German's thrift had
accumulated, with a satisfactory sense of freedom

due to the realization that he would not have to

work for a living, providing he eschewed the more
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htKjd but rarely saw the owner. He spent his time
alone and brooding, or. if outside the house, then
vacantly gazing over the lake. It was soon obvious
that Verver cared nothing for his farm, but never-

theless paid without quiljfcl ng for all the work for

whrch the place called.

Humour is a strange thing. Men whispered,
almost with his arrival, that he had come there to

die; that the disease affecting his was an incurable

malady brought with him from the tropical south.

Stranger than rumour is the fact that they spoke
the truth, for Verver had volunteered them n^ihing.

Celeste, at that time was a child of about ten.

When old enough she began attending the nearby
school, where indifferently, in spite of an acute
mind, she confronted the mysteries of the alphabet
and the rudiments of simple arithmetic. Occupied
thus and in other ways, she developed during the
next two years into the elfin oddity that the age of
twelve found her. Slender of build, slim-limbed
and energetic, she questioned the world with strange
blue fathomless eyes and lived the most of her day
outdoors, ranging the woods or else, dauntless and
naked, swimming the inlet. Frantic Mrs. Simms,
when first sTie discovered this propensity for

acquatic nudity, scolded and protested without
either gain or impression. "Naked came I into the
world and naked go I into the lake", might have
been the youngster's slogan, had she troubled to
reply, but like her father, she counted her words
precious, and offered no contention. She merely
persisted in having her own way, and day after day,
from Spring to Fall, swam the secluded stretch of

water, entirely divested and quite unabashed.
Verver never interfered. He dragged ^^t his

life of listlcssncss and idolence, hugging the secrets

of his being, and leaving his little girl to do practi-
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CHAPTER 11

JT was during one of the earlier of these visits that
Verver yielded the first real information con-

cerning himself or his past. He had discovered the
scientist—the Tadpole Man, the neighborhood had
come to call him—busily occupied with several tanks
of amphibia, some of which were Mexican axolytls,
and the spectacle of these small and inoffensive
creatures had produced such an extraordinary effect
upon him th'* the science-absorbed Swartzhausen
became alar., .d over his visitor's unaccountable
agitation. For a moment he forgot his potassium
odide crystals and thyrotin treatment ; that he stood
dispensing to a tray of larval newts, and turned to
stare at the man beside him.

"Why do you trifle with those things?" Verver
had asked him fearfully, "What interest do you find
in them?"

"Plenty !" Swartzhausen assured him. "They
can yield me secrets of life, and life interests me."

"Why does life interest you?" demanded Ver-
ver in a strange way, and for some reason hard
to account for in one of his ilk, Guido had there
and then unfolded his ambitions and dilated upon
his theories to this unusual man who went into
convulsions at the sight of a tadpole.

But he could not fail to notice, even while he
talked and discoursed fluently upon these things
that so absorbed his soul, the increasing pallor of
Verver's face and the extraordinary fear steadily
creeping into the lustreless eyes. So apparent did
his companion's agitation show itself at last that
Swartzhausen broke off abruptly to ask point-blank
why the conversation was so disturbing, for the
man was obviously trembling.
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his knowledge of such things, albout both of which,
with some excuse, he flattered himself. "I know
my herpetology from A to Z"—this was said quite
haughtily—'^but never have I heard a statement
Such as yours before. Why not go further and
enlighten me?"

"I cannot enlighten you. What I refer to—
what I have seen—is beyond the realm of science

:

completely beyond it. It was the magic of savages,
ghastly, loathesome and incomprehensible."

"Magic I", derided Swartzhausen contemptuous-
ly, "there is no magic but this." He lifted, as he
spoke, an array of glass tubes set into a small wood-
en rack. In each tube was an amount of quite unin-
teresting greyish powder. "There is the real magic !"

he cried again, then added boastfully, "and I have
given it to Science."

"Yes," nodded Vervcr reflectively, "I long sus-
pected that you had discovered some clever means
of distorting life and transmuting the normal into
the monstrous. But there is no need for it. It

has been done already, and, as I say,-^by savages."
"I do not believe it," Guido exploded bluntly.

"Something unusual had undouibtedly fooled you.
Bring me your magic, and I will reduce it to terms
of simple, irrefutable biology."

Verver shook his head. *'No," he said, "I
cannot bring you magic to refute, for I hold no
proof. I can only affirm what I saw with my own
eyes; and would to God I had never seen it!"

"What did you see?"

"You will not believe me, but, at any rate, you
shall liear. What I saw was not a survival of the
Long Ago, a dinosaur or some such ancient form,
for that is what you would have called it.—and
you would have been wrong!"

The Tadpole-'Man laughed scornfully. "Are
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CHAPTER III

gOME time elapsed before another visit. Stan-
alius had sickened, and for weeks was unable

to leave his house. Guido did not visit his neigh-
bours, except as business compelled him. Inexor-
ably he refused his professiontl services to all or
any, and now he was not disposed to go to Verver
to seek the cause of his indisposition or offer a
medical man's assistance. Nevertheless, he was
acutely interested and waited in the hope that the
sick man would recover enough to enter his door
again, and discuss once more the mysterious topic
he had so abruptly terminated on that previous
occasion.

But Celeste he did see, almost daily. For she
roamed afar, and strangely enougjh there tom-
menced between the two,—the little girl with raven
tresses and mysterious eyes that were in literal

truth the shade and colour of the violet, and this
diminutive scientist with close-cropped beard and
glossy black hair,—an exotic comradeship.

Celeste had trespassed and entered fearlessly,
demanding an inspection of his menagerie-like
premises; and had eventually rewarded him by
presenting her own contributions of jars of little

fish and jars again of the inevitable tadpoles. She
even dug him worms, and on one occasion came
with a small grass snake, which Guido promptly
accepted, to subsequently, but without her know-
ledge, kill and dissect.

Verver's daughter was essentially a child of
nature, and a lover of nature, who went well versed
in the lore of outdoor things, of lake and mountain,
stream and woodland. More than once had
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Swartzhausen deliberately sought her aid in his
varied and -lultitudinous quests for the unwonted,
and, to all s. few beside himself, the insignificant
things that otner men passed by, or with indiffer-
ence trod upon, but with which Guido sought and
desired to spend his days and his money experi-
menting.

Not infrequently he received from far places
specimens and consignments required to satiate
his whims. There were the Mexican axolytls, for
instance, and once there arrived an amazing ship-
ment of baby alligators. Much as the neighoring
farmers met the train at Cherry Wharf, where the
railroad joined hands with Warning Lake, Guido
sometimes arrived in his motor-launch, all indiffer-
ent to local curiosity, to quietly load his boat and
dhug away again, as unostentatious and as matter
of fact as if his extravagant freight were common
place cartons of fluffy chicks or bundles of orchard
saplings.

Quite often Guido discovered Celeste in other
places besides his own, and one such occasion he
ever afterwards bore vividly in his mind. Without
intent he chanced upon Tier taking her morning
'splash' in the tree-shaded inlet where her father's
farm sloped down to the water's edge; a spot she
counted her own particular bathing beach, though
she had never actually disputed its privacy with
anyone.

Hurriedly the little man retreated. Guido
shunned women at all times, and the sight of thi.s
child unchid and unashamed discomfited liim
utterly, sending him in rapid and almost palpitating
retreat beyond reach of possJble discovery
Strangely, perhaps, during that startling moment
when his pv<»« >K»h<'M t**!- "s-J -' j •

. _ -_, — — 1^,?^, i„jg Tiaiuii in prc-adoiesceiu
nudhy, the thought in his queerly-motored brain
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was less of sex than of the similarity between a
human being and a frog when swimming. Of
course, he had noted the same thing on other
occasions, but in this instance Celeste, moving
with a swiftness and abandon that literally glorified

her as a swimmer, impressed the resemblance upon
his mind with more than usual force and insistency.

Never afterwards did he forget the sight of
that young body flashing through the water with
a lightness and buoyancy that left scarce a ripple
or wake behind her. But a moment later, and
with a safer distance separating them, he dared
to stand secretively amid the tr:^es and cautiously,
in fact quite timidly, regard Iher, the while he
cogitated upon so strange a phenominon.

"That is the whitest skin I have ever seen,'*

mused he, "and her hair is blacker than my own.
But what a perfect frog she is.*'

A most unusual thing for Guido this. To
stand regarding the antics of a girl in the water.
Bye and bye, but still amazed, he steatbily departed.
Then, as he walked homewards, his mind swung
back to its tadpole theology, and, Guido-Iike, he
almost, but not quite, forgot her.
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CHAPTER IV

JT was shortly after this that Verver brought the
white roots. He had to some extent recuperated

and was again in condition to move around, so]
feehng himself possessed of sufficient 'strength'
once more he made his way to the doctor's stragg'
ling log house, arriving there with a small metal
box m his hands.

At first Guido neither impressed nor interested
even When the other had removed the lid, and
disclosed the contents.

"Why the roots?" he quizzed, after a moment's
scrutmy, "have you turned gardener or botanist?"

"Do not touch them," warned Verver earnestly.
Look at them, ibut on no account handle them."

"And the riddle?" demanded Guido, attempting
to simulate extreme surprise. "What blood*
curdling mystery do these dead things contain?"
."'^^^ ""y^^^nr of death," returned Verver.
There is enough poison in these few roots to kill

a whale !"

"But I am not in the whaling business," the
httle man parried facetiously. "Why bring them
to me?"

"Because," explained Verver, "they contain the
swiftest and deadliest poison known to men, and I
have brought—

"

"No!." abruptly interrupted Swartzhausen,
whose measure of politeness was but shallow veneer
even during his most courteous moments, "I can
name a score of more efficient poisons and onlv
skim the list."

"You are mistaken. Dr. Swartzhausen, I assure
you, for I have seen this poison kill., and can bear
witness to its potency. Nothing is swifter or more

I L .
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"Marvellous!" derided Guido. *'But Mr.
Verver, really you disappoint me. 1 thought for a
moment these were dinosaur eggs laid by your
monster of the Amazon."

Verver continued to tolerate his raillery with-
out impatience. "I want to tell you about them,"
he persisted, "because the two people I esteemed
most in the world were killed by a distillate from
this plant—instantly killed."

Guido pricked up his ears at last and became
serious. "Severin ?" he interpolated, "the man who
killed the dragon?"

Stanalius bowed his head. "Yes, Severin," he
answered in a lowered voice, "and another."

"Whom, may I ask?" said Guido.
"Severin," continued Verver, as if he had not

heard the latter question, "Severin was killed in
front of me by a little dart less than half the length
of your smallest finger. Scarcely could lightning
kill more quickly,"

At this point Sw'artzhausen dropped his banter.
Whatever Verver's story was, the man's solemnity
and earnestness were too compelling to be ignored.
He changed his attitude forthwith.

"Ah," he exclaimed, "I would like to hear about
that. But why not sit down, Mr. Verver, and rest
yourself? I want to hear that story of yours,—all
of it. Have you forgotten how you whetted my
curiosity, even challenged my knowledge of her-
petology, and left me wondering?"

"No," said Verver, "I have not forgotten.
That is why I have brought you these roots todav.
These," he touched the little box which he had
again covered, "these and Celeste are ail the evi-
dence with which to prove that I am not a liar.
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Pei'haps when 1 am dead "

But he did not continue. Instead, he suddenly
flung his hands up to his face and with a moan
bowed low in his chair, convulsed with some
emotion that entirely bewildered Swartzhausen.
lor a moment the Tadpole-man thought the trouble
to be of a purely physical nature, but quickly r .liz-
ing it was distress of mind, he asked in a manner
that was kindly for him.

"What is the matter with you? Why do
things disturb you like this?" I am a physician.
Surely you can unburden yourself to me."

Verver rose from his chair. "You must excuse
me, Swartzhausen." he said. "I will tell you more
about all this some other time ; but now I cannot
explain. All I can say is" — there was hopeless-
ness, despair in his words now — "that life is hell

!

Hell!" he reiterated, "and the fiends who did it.
the devils responsible are human."

Again Guido had to see him go as afbruptly
as on the last occasion. That is, however, the way
Verver's story, related as it was in aggravating
fragments, began its unfoldment. It was hard to
extract, and sometimes Guido compared the process
to the chipping away of stone with chisel and mallet.
In the end he had a fairly consecutive narrative, but
not until Verver had paid him many visits, with
occasional lapses in between, when, for days at a
time, he lay prostrate and enfeebled, usually quite
unable to rise, or even if convalescing, still unable
to cover the distance intervening between his own
dwelling and the doctor's.

Long, however, before the story was completed,
Guido had distilled the roots, to learn beyond doubt,
that here, in this instance, Stanalius Verver proved
to be no liar. The poison was of the deadliest, and
swift in its action beyond beliel.
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CHAPTER V

I^ETICENT as Verver almost invariably was to
all other men, perhaps for some unvoiced

reason of his own he was now making an exception
of his amphibian-minded neighbour. At any rate,
after long years of silence he began to disclose
these scraps and incidents of his past, and such
was the nature of both man and narrative that
speedily, although unconsciously, Swartzhausen
became well nigh as engrossed in Verver's strange
behaviour, and stranger reminiscences, as he was
m his own rapt, undeviating study of amblystroma.

So, with a morsel of enlightment one minute,
a tantalizing silence the following, now a riddle
flung to Science, next a touch of the weird, or
necromancy and even the supernatural itself, grad-
ually Verver unfolded to the astounded Guido the
most intriguing legend to which this science-
absortied enthusiast had ever listened.

Sometimes timidly and in hesitation, again
boldly and with fervid eloquence, this human wreck
from the tropical South laid claim to his discoveries
vowed and re-vowed that his words were truth,'
until at last by his very fervour alone, for evidence
direct seemed surely lacking, he nigh convinced
his listener that all he related was sober fact.

It was never a clean-cut yarn ; seldom was it
clear or specific, but nevertheless, the fact he
claimed, the point he stressed was that he, Verver,
had actually looked upon the gargantuan counter-
part of some 'huge reptile of the Long Ago, and had
witnessed its destruction.

In vain the little scientist ridiculed, challenged
each assertion, and sometimes, in outspoken Ian-
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gnage, called his friend — if such he counted him —
a liar. Again and again he shot his questions at
him. What species was it? What fossil evidence
existed by which it could be classified? And
ahvays the amazing answer was the sim**. None!
It had no previous prototype; no ,>;iIe^ntohigical
ancestry. It was a creation of th pn- lent — a
gbastly inexplicable triumph o. Indian wizardry.

Here Guido, thorough!} , asperated, would
leap to his feet, and gesticulate, ranting his expos-
tulations; shouting his denials. "Bosh, I tell you!
It's all bosh! Away with your spontaneous
creation ~ it's not biology — it simply is impossible.
So much for your Indian magic."

Stolidly, gloomily Verver clung to his point.
He had seen the Thing with his own eyes. Severin
had killed it. And then, finally, almost desperately— yes, he could prove it.

But when Guido asked for this supreme proof,
it was not forth coming. Instead, a look of horror
oft repeated

;
a dread that he would not disclose

;

an agony of mind betrayed but not admitted; -^
all this in lieu of the evidence tbat Swartzhausen
demanded.

Then, piece by piece, Guido contrived to link
the tale together, writing each separate fragment
down, adding a mrrsel at a time and putting eachm its place. He kJ"} this jusf a- soon as Verver
had brought ^ is Visn /or the day to a close, and
gone stumbling back to bis own abode. The result
was a story that lacked an ending, giving neither
clue nor argument to build upon ; unless it were
this horror unspoken that tinged and overshadowed
the whole affair. It hinted, indeed, of some future
unfoldment that Verver appeared to dread; some
ghastly sequel for whicb he waited but of vvhs^h
he would not breathe aloud ; and with it all was this

I..'
, I
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with it all was this

torment of min 1 and body, a condition in itself
difficult to account for. Could this condition he
the key to the puzzle?, Guido would ask himself
repeatedly, — and did the future rcaJly hold a
solution ?

Stanalius Verver had come to his doors a riddle,
and he remained a mystery that the Tadpole-man
could not unravel. But for the present, here was
a man describing, and claiming to have seen with
his own eyes, what practically amounted to a living
dinosaur, a creature belonging to a race of beings
the Earth had ceased to know. A race that lived
and lorded it over all other life durng the long
Cretaceous. How in the wc ;ld, then, , )uld one be
living now? But Verver claimed thai the Thing
was recently alive and that his friend, Severin, had
killed it. No wonder Guido, thinking the problem
oyer in the solitude of his laboratory, would shake
his small, black head and declare his neighbour liar
and madman both. The scientist would ha ve given
his life to have put his hands on such a s,)ecimen,
and needless to say the avid carnivore would prob-
ably have accepted it.

Splashed with black magic, veiled in my ticism.
darkened with shadows of savage necromanc , "here
the story was. And the one who had told t was
this shambling wreck of a once strong man who
shied at a tadpole and indulged spasms and
paroxysms of inordinate fear if a sluggish little eft
but curved its tail.

When every detail that he could glean at last
Mas written down Guido's version ran as follows.
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CHAPTER VI

^^ITH his friend and collaborator Severin, Verver
had spent years of his life in tropical America,

engaged in the arduous, afbeit fascinating pastime
of exploration. While scarcely a name of geo-
graphical significance was given, yet the upper
reaches of the Amazon were clearly stressed, and
a tremendous tributary, a river in itself of no mean
span, was designated, but left unnamed. Almost
everything else, that bore upon their adventures
remained vague and indefinite. He would not
divulge locations, nor betray in more intimate terms
the course that they had followed.

Both men were keen investigators. Archeolo-
gical and anthropological research drew them
irresistably into far places. In short, any discovery
of scientific bearing was alike grist to their mill,
and gist to their joint enthusiasm, and seemingly
both were financially fitted to indulge their
curiosity.

At last the rumor of The White Tribe reached
them, those almost mythical pale skinned savages
who refused to be exploited or unearthed, and killed
or submitted to sacrifice any inquisitive stranger,
white or native, who came their way. There was
the question of what had happened to a certain
English officer who had gone investigating and
never returned. Then finally, and more intrigninsr
than all else, was the whispered legend of the
Sacred Swamp and an aquatic God who exacted
human sacrifice.

To men like Severin and Verver such bait was
magnetic, and with §.cant preparation they launched
out into those jungle labrinths, to ascertain for
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themselves what fact or fable lay hidden behind
such crude reports, and what this voracious deity
in actuality might be.

Verver was very indefinite regarding the long
trail covered, and casual to an extreme, concerning
the incidents along the way. His mind seemed
always to waft him back to the spot itself, to hold
him there, as it were, and drag him once again

j

through all the vicissitudes and dangers that those

j

days of terror had inflicted. His narrative was ever

I

of the place itself, always of the tribe frequenting

i

that awful jungle fastness. They were, as repre-

I

sented, a race of strangely pale-skinned Indians,

I

Albinos perhaps, yet, even so, they still remained
of indeterminable origin.

At all times he spoke of these savages with
intense dread, he breathed of the Swamp in abject
terror. Seemingly there had been no insurmount-
able difficulty in finding it. Swartzhausen concluded
that the entire route was covered along navigable
water-ways; certainly Verver made no mention of
a portage or a stage of their journey conducted over
land, and eventually a day found their light-draught
motor boat riding the surface of the Swamp itself,

practically a lake of no mean depth ; assuredly deep
enough to afford the so called God immersion.

While they were still engaged in looking
around them, conjecturing in fact as to whether
they had reached their goal or not, the Thing itself
rose from the depths, a short distance from the
craft, and in a thoroug'hly ominous way swam
towards them. Verver described in vivid tones the
threatening head surmounting a length of sinuous
neck that emerged of a sudden and moved like a
periscope in their direction.

For some ungiven reason it was always in
terms of resentment and reproach that he referred
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to Severin. Always he seemed to think that they
should have left the God alive even at the immedi-
ate cost of their own lives.

"Severin was mad to do it," he would say to
Guido repeatedly. "Fool that he was — he shot
on sight. He killed the God with an explosive
bullet."

"The God" was this enormous amphibian, alone
of its kind, infesting the Sacred Swamp.

"It was a tremendous brute, registering its

weight in tons. No, it was not scaled. Its skin
wras smooth but tough, like *^hat of a pachyderm;
is neck long with a rather sma.l head, (but fortified

with tremendous jaws. And it was wise with a
man's wisdom."

No matter how Guido ridiculed or protested,
how much he questioned, Verver stuck to his point.

"The Thing was possessed of an extreme sagacity— and there was only the one."

"Absurd!" chorteld Swartzhausen. "Like
must produce like. How could there be only one ?"

Verver could not explain. "It's not biology"
he submitted doggedly, "It's magic — they grew
the Thing."

"Impossible!" almost thundered the Tadpole-
man, "It cannot be done. It must have had a
beginning."

"Yes," agreed Verver solemnly, "It had a
beginning. That is where Science is baffled."
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CHAPTER VII

J
gEVERIN had, of course, shot at the creature's

* head, destroying the brain. They watched the
monster pitching and writhing convulsed in its
death throes, then, before its contortions ceased,
it sank from sight. They had resorted to their
paddles long before this, partly to converse their
supply of gasoline, but as much to avoid attracting
the attention that the noise of their motor would

^

mdubitably invoke. Now, they approached the far
^ shore, and from various indications around the spot

selected for a landing place, they knew that other
human 'bemgs were in close proximity.

Severin, always impulsive, leapt ashore and
struck out immediately, his rifle held in readiness,
and following a narrow, but well-marked trail.
Verver was still in the boat, rummaging around in
search of more film for his camera, when the
tragedy occurred.

The way he described Severin's death was all

I the more realistic because of his sheer simplicity
: of utterance.

"He just dropped," he would reiterate to
,
Swartzhausen, whenever he told the incident,
"dropped without a cry, only fifty feet away from'
me. I was still in the boat, but I leapt ashore at
once and ran to him. When I reached him he
was quite dead, with a little dart embedded in
his cheek. He never stirred after he fell, and
there was no one in sight."

Verver bent over his fallen friend, seeking for
la sign of life or the cause of this swift death that
uni. 3u —^ ..,,.. s^txaijT a33iiuca nitn. so he did not
see them advance from cover and draw up around
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him. The first he knew of their presence they

had their hands upon him, and were pulling him
away from the poisoned body of the dead Severin.

He caught a glimpse of the white hands that

touched him, and, before he saw their faces, thought,

for a fleet second, that he was surrounded by men
of his own kind. Next he looked up, and then he
knew them for what they were.

He was in the midst of The White Indians.

He saw their half-nude figures, the straight black

hair, and the wonderful violet blue of their eyes.

But the lank black hair, and the unwonted colour-

tone of those eye-pupils, and again the over-defined

cheek-bones, they might have been Europeans.

They made him think at once of the Northern

barbarians of Caesar's day, Ibut the heightened

malar bones conspicuously betrayed a Mongoloid
descent. They held spears in their hands, and
their blow-pipes explained the manner of Severin's

death, though not the rapidity with which it had
overwhelmed him.

"But they did not harm me," Verver would
explain. "They never sought to harm me. They
always treated me gently, and with a blend of firm-

ness and kindness, just as if I were a child who
must be looked after. They pulled me away from
Severin's body. The little dart had killed him
mstantly, and, the poison it was steeped in was
of so deadly a nature that it was not safe for me
to touch him."

It was from this point onwards that Guido, in

his task of extracting the narrative, found Verver
the most exasperating. He would commence to

recount something, only to pause abruptly, or more
slowly and gradually lapse into silence, to remain
ma IrinH nf r#>v#>r!*» ac if riimina*-Jri<T in ItJc «vi«nff

over the events that occurred after the Indians

i.__. I

^U...
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I

imprisoned him. As his body steadily wasted, his

I
mental vigor dwindled with it, so that at times he

i sat m a haze or stupor only partially aware that
.

he was m conversation with another person. But
V Swartzhausen wormed enough out of him by re-
.
peated questions, and the employment of extreme

1 patience, to be able to piece together a fairly
consecutive record.

:
They housed him in a spacious hut, that seemed

to be more in the nature of a temple than an ordin-
ary dwelling. Verver thought, at first, that they were

* rating him a God, but it puzzled him then to explain

i
why they had killed one man and spared the other
It was clear that Severin lost his life in forfeit
because he slew the God. Why Verver was spared

s was another matter. Guido, at a later date, de-
|termined the reason and well aware that Verver,

I
during his narration, knew but would not reveal

4 it. It was horror unspeakable that the doomed

I
man seemed incapable of uttering aloud. Reading

I
the sheets over, as he often did in search of more

I
enlightenment, Guido would sometimes lay them

|aside to debate awhile with himself. "I wonder
I if he will ever tell me all."

4 In the course of time, came days and happen-
|ings when certain things became plain with a lurid
itittle Verver yielded his difficult story, mystery and

I
his own unwillingness veiled the truth, and Guido

f could not lift the veil.
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CHAPTER VIII

)^HEN he spoke of Mara, Stanalius, for the
moment, became a different man. He fresh-

ened up and even the dullness forsook his eyes,
giving place to a perceptible brightening.

Mara was the Indian wife the tribe provided
him. Even Guido, disdainful and impatient of all
women, appreciated at once the change in his
companion when the latter recalled to mind this
jungle mate.

"It was I who named her Mara," Vervcr
explained on more than one occasion. "I could
never pronounce her Indian name and could not
learn her language. I was never good at Indian
languages •— but Severin was. He could talk to
almost any of them after a few days intercourse.
It was a gift with him. But Mara learnt a little
English, just a smattering of course, but enough
with which to get along."

During his captivity that must have lasted
several years, Celeste was born. Verver never
told of lier birth directly, but began referring to
her existence as his narrative ran on. Once his
mind drifted back to the Swamp and this rare tribe
that held him prisoner, seemingly he recalled Mara
more vividly than aught else.

"She was splendid for a savage," »ie would
confide, "but then she was not a savage — only a
primitive, and no woman could serve a man more
devotedly than she served me. Some extraordinary
fear for my safety dominated her, so that she did
not want me out of her sight. And she ronW
never explain. You see, we could not talk enough
to one another. She would sometimes make

*i<^
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peculiar signs to me that I could not interpret, in
fact, I missinterpreted them and thought she was
warning me about the poison. Then again, the
things she managed to say to me in English misled
me utterly."

"It was at night she showed the most alarm.
She would not leave me to be alone and she barred
the hut, refusing to let anyone in besides ourselves.
I never came to know the thing she dreaded, not
till long, long afterwards, when it was too late.
But those fiendish priests — they did their work

;

they had their way in the end, Swartzhausen ! At
last she contrived our escape; which was most
difficult. But Mara was clever — and she was
beautiful too."

Verver did not say it more plainly, but Guido
gathered that she used her wiles on one of her
lovers; bought his aid, in fact, with her allure-
ments. First she managed to move the boat from
Its moorings and hide it somewhere where his
captors could not find it. Then, cunningly she
stocked It with food and other things.

"I was always watched," recounted Verver.
"During the day I could move around a little, but
at night she almost locked us in, and a chain of
guards encircled our dwelling."

But Mara employed a ruse that was clever
to an extreme. They bad taken away his American
clothmg so that Verver was dressed much like a
member of the tribe. Mara made him take the
place of one of the guards — the Indian lover
probably. Then in the middle of the night or
whenever iti was darkest, she gave the alarm,
feignmg that she had just awakened to find Verver
missmg. In the hue and cry ensuring she rushed
him to a hiding place deep in the jungle, and later
gamed the boat where she had secreted it. Because
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of the gasoline that, almost miraculously, had been
preserved, they were a'ble to strike from cover, and
speed beyond pursuit

But they were not quite fast enough. One of
the little darts reached Mara, impinging itself in
her breast. Verver, manipulating the boat, at its
full speed, could only gaze on her still white form
and prolong 'his fight, with death for a companion!

Celeste must have been more child than infant
then, and Verver managed to bring her away safely.
His story was for all intents and purposes finished
once he told of this last tragedy and the gaining
of the river. Whatever further anecdotes he
volunteered regarding his return to security were
desultory and the scientist found but little that was
of interest in them. Much of Guide's version of
this narrative was conjecturally written, and what
might have filled a spacious book if told completely
the Tadpole-man wrote dawn on a few odd sheets.
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CHAPTER IX

JT was past the twilight hour of an evening in
June when Guido, airing himself in his door-

way, beheld Celeste emerge from amidst the stumps
and shadows and continue rapidly towards him.
She was clad as usual in a cotton blouse, tucked
carelessily into a kilt-like skirt \that flapped in
rhythm with her moving knees; her legs were
stockmgless and her feet shod with canvas tennis
shoes.

Less usual than her garb was the fact that
throughout that livelong day ^e had put in no
appearance, for during the past year and more the
girl had rarely, if ever, missed her daily inspection
of Guido's premises and the wonders of his meticu-
k)usly arranged laboratory. She came that evening
with unwonted haste and the Tadpole man knew
well that something out of the ordinary had hap-
pened. For the ways of Celeste Verver were at
almost all times easy going and she seldom hurried
herself about anything. Instead, she sauntered or
strolled m leisurely dignity, disdaining sudi matters
as clocks or punctuality, all things in fact that made
or were made for order and decorum. Celsete was
a wilding, but her wildness was the silent, quiescent
kind, displayed without flutter or hurry So as
she came so late and walked so fast, it was easy for
Guido to infer her errand, and sense at once that
It had reference to her father and his condition

For the visits had ceased entirely and during
the last twelve months his neighbor had remained
at his home, too enfeebled to venture away from the
V

J,.., „..^. m^ie iccciuiy, unaDie to leave his
room. Guido had not been to see him. and so far
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had not been called upon in a professional capacity.
But now he knew that the summons to attend was
poi««ed on Celeste's red lips and would be voiced
within the minute.

So he waited expectantly, watching her ap-
proach, noting the while her quick decisive step,
and the display of strength that seemed to flow
from her. The swing of her slim young limbs, the
abandon of every movement, were contrast indeed
to her father's wav^r-ing gait and ever apparent
weakness, aspects fa.r.iliar enough a little while ago.
before Verver had ceased his coming to the scien-
tist's dwelling. Guide's thoughts at that moment
centered less on the girl approaching than on her
fatlier, when at last she reached his threshold, and.
without pause or preamble, made known the reason
of her haste by confirming his conjecture.

"Wf want you over at once," she announced.
"I think that Dad is dying."

He could not resist a callous answer; that was
his nature.

"Your father has been dying for a long time,"
he bluntly told her. "What good can I do him?"'

Celeste flamed instantly.

"Are you too mean to come?" she flashed back.
"He's been asking for you all this evening."

"I am not refusing," the herpetologist reassured
her. "I knew he would send for me sooner or
later. I have waited for just this occasion. But,
I warn you, I can do nothing for him—your father
is done for."

Celeste was not the kmd to flinch from verbal
cruelty

;
his manner stirred hot anger in her breast,

but then again she was used to him and, young a.s

she was, in a measure understood him. Invarijrfbly
sfhe dealt with him with a sharpened tongue. She
employed it now.

4L
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"I know he's done for. Dad can never live-
but that should not stop you from acting like a
neighbor, should it? He wants to see you. and I
came to tell you so."

"He shall have his wish. But you know that
I never attend sick persons. I am not a practitioner
and I have not the time.'

The girl's short laugh was as full of scorn as
It was devoid of mirth.

"Yes," she shot back, "everybody knows it.
And they know that you have no time for anything
except those wiggling things." She included the
entire laboratory in one exasperated gesture. You
think more of them than you do of people. Human
beings don't matter to you."

"No," agreed Guido complacently, "they don't
not as a rule. But your father is different, and I
will do what I can for him. So, if you are ready,
we will go back at once."

"I am not going back now," Celeste informed
him decisively. "I have been indoors all day, and
I am sick of the house. You go over now and I'll
come later on. I'm going for a swim first."

"Do you go swimming at this time of day>"
asked Guido in surprise. "Why, it's after eig-ht
o clock I"

"

"That's nothing. If you can swim by day,
you can swim by night, can't you?" contended
Celeste in a superior way, as if herpetologists and
surgeons could not be brought to follow compre-
hendingly so logical an argument. "Or do you
think the moon will frighten me?"

Guido shrugged. "Do as you please," was all
he could say.

He did not understand Celeste, but considered
ner unique among her sex, and in his father's
tongue, "ein Ding am Dich"; but then, as he did
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not know women, he could not be expected to
agree with the rest of the world that they were,
one and all, enigmas. He decided again that Ce-
leste was most unusual, a decision he had arrived
at many times before. And the Tadpole-man
undoulbtedly was right, for Celeste was just as
unique in her strange way as the doctor was in his.

They were not two of a kind, being vastly different
from one another. They were merely two eccen-
trics harmonizing in an antagonistic kind of way,
and their mutual attraction was the real enigma.

Celeste, Ibeing altogether accustomed to doing
as she pleased, went swimming ; while Guido, alone
•but obedient, traversed the intervening acres he
tween his own bedraggled land and his neigfibor s

orchards—to see what could be seen, and to learn

what could be learned of Stanalius Verver and hi

.

secrets.

-i^.
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CHAPTER X

pOR the first time since setting foot on the shores
of Warning Lake, Swartzhausen went profes-

sionally to the house of a fellow human, to officiate
or ratlrer, ostensibly to officiate—as a ministering
practitioner. Yet if truth be told, it was no errand
of mercy that took him to the door of lie Verver
home. Apart from the extraordinary features that

Sthe case presented, for all he cared Stanalius could
idie and every denizen of the district die with him.
[But the man Who summoned him to his side that
Jnight had piqued his curiosity a year ago, stirred
'lis scientific zest and shaken his skepticism with
fthat extravagent story of an aquatic God and white
Indians

;
a reptile, deified by savages, that demand-

^ed human sacrifice, and answered t!he description
of a Mesozoic Saurian, a demi—or fully aquat«c
carnivore, calling to mind such terrible depredators
as Laelaps or Tyrannosaur. It was a tale that
iwoke the long dead past and stirred the ashes of
»n age so far remote that the years intervening be-
tween them and the present could be only vaguely
reckoned in untold millions. Surely it was worth
the breaking of his, so far, invariable rule never to
respond to the summons of a sick neighbor, t h

He found the stricken man, on arrival in his
room, stretched out in bed and in ordinary night
attire, his form so shrunken, so diminished as to be
lardly detectable beneath the coverings. But the
lead on the pillow told its own tale; the eyes that
stared, not at Guido, but vacantly or wildly about
the place, were the eyes of a being driven mad by
some excruciating torment,

Guido drew up a chair by the bed, setting an
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M

extemporised case on the floor near his feet. Hehad promptly locked out old Mrs. Simms wl.o both
scared and bothered him. Now. securely close^d
with the man who would not finish his story, buthad left ,t mstead only three parts told, the herpet-
ologast thought it worth his time to wait in patienceand see what new unfolding the night might yield.

Ln f t ^'"^" '^'^'^' ^"'^ '^^ ^^f°« him. the
two-fold secret, embracing Verver's peculiar emaci-

Swamp
'^^^^'""^'P to the God of the Sacred

Verver was semiK:onscious. though keeping upa contmuous muttering i„ half coherent phrfses,and Guido, hstenmg intently, succeeded only i„catchmg a chance word here and there; even tonis keen ears the most was unintelligible

..nf^AT'fl '^ '""'""^ "^^"'^ appearance pre-
sented but httle promise of liope or cure. The
flesh was wasted life at its lowest. As if his bodyhad been drained of its blood by the lips of aVamp sta„at.us Verver lay moaning and'muml.
hng, presentmg mdeed the aspect of a living

ftt'"""' u Tu"' ^^ P^'^J^^^-nted skin draping a

brink of death's abyss, that Swartzhausen. callously
yet curiously viewing him. found himself debating

DO 1? ^*^^"y .'^"owledge of surgery that could
possibly restore him.

^P,nf
°"^^^**"*^^" ^.^^"'^^ resuscitate this emaciated

feeing, and surgical skill fill again the veins with
blood, restore co^or to ashen cheeks, brightness toeaden eyes? Could his own powers accomplish
It, or would his unusual science prove impotent
against the ravages of the mysterious. lurking thing
that, during the nast v*»3t.= u-j -i.„j:. * ^
-. .

•' - !--=>- j«,«. ,-, itaxi sicauiiy converted
V.rver „.„ ,hfe ghastly remnant of a one. st%„»
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S

man? Could Guido's cunning hand and brain re-
build this wreck, or was the last chance irretrievably
gone ?

Swartzhausen shook his small, black-feearded
head. Verver was as good as dead already ; ought,m fact, to be dead. Why bother with him? So
the cold man of science discussed the problem ; and
sat and waited through the hours, idle, emotionless,
but well content to observe, to listen, and perchance
to learn.

And if the moans that broke from those dry
hps bore burthen of strange things, equally extreme
were the thoughts now shaping in the watcher's
mmd. As if some shadowy tempter juggled with
them, like phantoms danced the letters spelling out
their urge. "Why not?-Why not?"-they seemed
to read. "Why not try out the poison? Without
your help he cannot live, and the best that you can
do is but a fighting chance."

It was Verver himself who answered the doc-
tor's problem.

Feebly he turned on his side towards the
presence by his bed, and, so poised, remained for a
moment regarding him. Then, as recognition
seemed to dawn, of a sudden ^le spoke, and the man
addressed noted with surprise that Stanalius was
fully conscious now. Furthermore his speech,
though weak, was clear, so that the scientist heard
and understood distinctly. So pointed was the
question it contained, so abruptly spoken, that the
speaker might have read Swartzhausen's mind,
for very near to the latter's thoughts was the gist
of Verver's words.

"Swartzhauscn," he asked, "have you brought
poison?"

It startled Guido from his guilty reverie.
"No," he lied hastily, "why should I bring it.>"

the
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Yet seldom did this man of science and of me-
^ulous ways forget a detail when he went a-quest-
>ng. and safe m his pocket a small black leather
case reclmed, and within it a carefully shieldedrow of 'hypodermic needles-the distillate from theIndian roots. At one end of the case a slender
fragile tube, transparent as ether, translucent with
death, more distillate!

For a moment or so Stanalius lay silent. When
h«Tr . ^^T 'f

"^^^ ^' '^ ^'^ '"^"d ^^^ wandered
back to far-off places. His words, still spoken lowseemed stronger and more cryptic than ever hevoiced -before. Yet were they in actuality an arg^!ment addressed to Guido, for the man ^o ask^d
for death sensed that he had been treated to a lie.They gave it to me in the jungle," he com-menced again. "They gave it in mocker; or mercy
I know not which. Sometimes I think it was given
for one to use at the last-^when this Thing haddone Its work and laid low its victim. Just likeyou find me now, Swartzhausen, cast down, done

it aZvf n'-'l''"
'^^'" ^"^P°"^' '^^y >^'" with

your blood and you are dead! They were wonder-
ful things, those pale, white roots, deadly, efficient—and sometimes merciful

that I? T'j^^ T"^"' "°^' Swartzhausen,
that was why I brought them to you. The timehas come when I can no longer endure. Will yourelease me? Or are you afraid? Be mercifun
beg, be merciful!" '

"What do you mean?" dissembled Guido "T
<^n„ot give you the poison. Surely you k;ow

He knew so well what Vorir^r «,-.o.,*. i-- . — .,., ...Catii, jvucw onown part that he wanted to do this thing, and
his

HiiL
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was afraid; and knew, in spite of his fear, that
death would /be instantaneous ; the traces of poison
hardly, if at all, detectable. He had tested its

powers so often, and Guido was not the man to
fumble his experiments

He sat guiltily indecisive until Verver spoke
again.

"If you drink it, it's a little slower, but inject
it into your blood and it's swift as lightning
Why did you not bring your needles, Doctor
Swartzhausen ?"

"They are safer home," Guido falsified a second
time. "I had no idea you would ask me this—

I

cannot murder you."

"No," returned Verver slowly, "you would not
kill me out of pity; but you will kill me presently
for the sake of Science."

Again he had startled Guido out of his sang-
froid. "What! the latter cried in sheer astonish-
ment; then recovering his equilibrium he ejected
brutally: "Why should I kill you? You cannot
live.

"No, I cannot live," Sianalius agreed calmlv
"nor do I wish to. But must I continue like this^
to die in slow agony ? You cannot gauge my suffer-
ing

;
you do not know its cause ; but when you do--"
He checked his words, pausing to press a thin

hand over his abdomen in a peculiar way. "This
will persuade you, Swartzhausen. Now listen-
there is much I have to tell you."

"Swartzhausen, they killed Severin, but they
gave me life instead; life that was worse than
death This Thing that is killing me, living upon
me, that has already robbed me, destroyed me and
-1 ... .^ ^„ TTinRc ill ucaaiy torment; to slowly,

horribly die."
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Look your unbelief! But it's true-and vou
will know ,t soon. Life instead of Death ! Life
instead of Death! What punishment! What
ordination

! But Severin killed the God "

W^s Swartzhausen hearing the truth at last?He sat bewildered, unable to speak, to argue or
expostulate. What did it all mean? What could
the fellow mean? But he held a glass of water to
Verver s mouth and managed to maintain his usual
poise, callousness, nonchalance, nevertheless his
heart thumped wildly as he waited through a pause
during which the speaker rested, to rally presently
for his final effort - the telling of the last of
his grim tale.

"They brought it to my lips while I was sleep-
ing. What was the Thing they brought? Some-
thing that would not be destroyed. A vile
tenacious thing that grows and lives - grows and
lives. Ah, God, how it has lived and grown."

Another silence; then Guido spoke. Still at
a loss he began mistily to understand; to grasp
a truth that could not be believed.

^^

"I want to know," he managed to say normally,
exactly what you think this is. What do youmean Iby Life instead of Death? What is thisThmg that tortures you, and that you think is

kilhng you?"
For answer, Stanalius Verver pushed back the

coverings; his action was dramatic, awe-inspiring.
See for yourself," he said. "Now you shall know "

It was a long drawn out minute during which
Ouido stood gazing at the sight he saw. This was
a refutation of biology, an impossibility, — this
could not .be. He stood in sheer perplexity. It
baffled his knc svledge. his lore, even his intuitionHe hung over the bedside nnn.nl..«oo^ i L

the spectacle. Then, because he could not fathom
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J
this physiological mystery he literally bridled with
vexation, and vociferated when he spoke.

"I do not believe it J I will not believe itl"
And then, a little later; "What can it be? I know
of nothing like it."

Stanalius Verver essayed a laugh. It were
^
better called a gruesome rattling of throat-muscles.

I

"The Conquering Worm, doctor! Do you
:
think it's a worm now ? But no, you know it's not

;

and you know that it baffles you. You cannot
name it. You cannot rid me of it. It is there
and it lives. KiU it and you kill me. But kill me
first

"

The halted words were so suggestive that
Guido thrilled. Yes, kill him first. That was the
thing. Kill him first. Kill this doomed wreck that
could not live except his own rare skill restore
him

;
kill him safely, quickly — instantly — and see

then, what manner of being this Reptile God of the
Sacred Swamp might be.

It would have been characteristic of Guido, if
his conscience had waged ho fight against wrong
doing. But it did. After that startling disclosure,
and the keen examination that inevitably followed,
the Tadpole Man had retreated to his chair, to lose
himself in thought and remain deep in a battle
betwixt right and wrong

It vvas an urge on the part of his "alter ego"
to exhrbit and employ a clever surgeon's skill and
put forth a strenuous bid for Verver's life. And
again, it was a further urge on the side of the usual
Guido to know more, even at the price of murder.
For it came to this. If he would learn the secret
of the Saurian God, Stanalius must die. If, on the
o^her hand, he pitted his science and skill against
the ghastly thing confronting him, there was a
rfiance, a desperate supreme chance of restoring
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::-l
.

^f*"'-^!;*° u'-^
*"^ ^ '"^^'"'•^ °^ •wealth; in short,

tt"oy;„"f it.""

'* *'" extraordinary incubus by

But if he were to obtain possession in living
form of this unique creature, this riddle of herpe-
tok>gy. then must Stanalius be sacrificed, for he
could not save both the man and the larval monster,
that now. beyond all flicker of doubt, his technical
Knowledge and swift, sensitive fingers told him

pTashe"'
'" *'' '"" °' '" '^'"'' unimaginable

.u .Hu-''^}^^'^
examination had convinced him

that th,s lurkmg horror was no common form -
no taenia solium", but some strangely living
batrachian or reptilian embryo that held to life
exotically ,n such alien environment, and had no
natural, biological right to be there. If his clever
operation were successful, and providing he voiced
It to the world, which probably he would never do
h,s name and achievement, as a nine days wonder,'
would blazon the banners of Science for just a little
a very ittle while, and then drift into oblivion, and

thin7tt?'''7'',''r
'^'' ""'''"^^y Preternormal

thing that now, firmly he believed, a prompt autopsy
could safely wrest from death.

Long before the fight was over Verver spoke
again. He raised himself, clumsily, and with dif-
ficulty. But he looked straight into the eyes of
the man confronting him, and thrust his question at
him, forcefully, at point blank range.

"Will you do it, Swartzhausen.? You are
safe - absolutely safe. No one can know. Give

rnditL^'''"^"
^""^ ^"* *" ''"'^ '"^ *^'' damnable

"I will not kill you!" cried Gui^r. ^v-.g-'--
for he was wavering and his words belied his" true
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dare
desires — "they would hang me if I did.
not give you the poison.'

"It leaves no trace," the other man persisted.
One magic drop near my heart and then "

Once more he paused to gather strength and
stronger words with which to weigh his final argu-
ment. When moments later he found voice again
It was the soul of a gambler dicing his all in a final
throw; the last trump of a player flung on the
cloth of Fate. Finally he spoke.

"Listen. An instant's courage, and you would
have m your possession a thing no herpetologist
yet set eyes on. A thing that came to life in jungle
marches and now lives on the part of a human
bemg. You would not need to develop monstersm your tanks. Give it your wonderful powders
and it will do the rest."

'

So contended Verver; so persuaded. Aud
still for a little while, the man with a mania for
freak biology repelled temptation. In the end, not
the pleadings of a tortured human, but the insistent
urge of a mind gone mad over science, won.

Swartzhausen, still wavering, fought a brief
instant more against his own desires; yielded a£
last, and, in his fervour, slew.

Is belied his true
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CHAPTER XI

(^BiUESTE returned from her swimming beach,
singing as she came. There was a throb in

the song, an under-rfiythm of sadness, suggestive
of a requiem. But then again, her dress was thin,
and there was a chill in the evening air. Perhaps
she sang to drive away the chill.

But singing she came, and her singing reached
the ears of Guido, bringing a frown to his brow,
a flicker of anxiety to his eyes as he labored.

"The White Frog," he mumbled, "she must
not interrupt." With relief he remembered that
the door was locked ....

Nearer came the girl, nearer the song. At last
he heard her light steps on the porch, and in lieu
of the song, her call to Mrs. Simms, a demand for
her belated supper. He worked mo.e rapidly now,
very rapidly

; and there was concern on his face.
For Guido was bent like a ghoul at work; busy

over a dead man's body.

iiii!^
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CHAPTER XII

«41
•'V^/'HAT is it, Guido?"

Daily she came and daily asked the same
thing, until she varied her questioning by joining
with him in a second, and one that for the time
being was of more moment. "Is it going to live?"

He had answered the first with his easily
spoken lie that Celeste quite readily accepted as
the truth. But the second, for months on end.
Guido could not answer with any positive assur-
ance. Today it still lived, still clung to life ten-
aciously and the period of its listless inertia had
long since passed. But of tomorrow not even
Guide dared prophesy. One chance mishap, and
his travail could be counted vain.

Sometimes, looking through his laboratory
window, out over the cool, blue lake, the Tadpole-
man would grimly vow his determination that this
Thing should grow and some day swim these tran-
quil waters. His brains, his science and skill
pitted against adversity, against the very tentacles
of Deatfh itself, would win out finally. Yes, he
declared, he would take this gruesome, extra-
ordinary thing, filched from the dead and compel
it to exist. Then, when life and existence were
assured, then would be time enough to seek an
answer to the riddle of its being.

In the meanwhile it would be best for Celeste
to think that he had miracled a tadpole into some-
thing wholly different and unknown. And Celeste,
who in his laboratory had seen fully matured frogs
no larger than house-flies, frogs that would grow
no more; and mammoth tadpoles, already the size
of mice, that still were growing—believed his false-
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hoods unhesitatingly. But then. Celeste was no
biologist.

On the other hand, either reptile or aniph?bian
he could not help but recognize it to be. It con-
fronted him now. long-tailed, long-ndcked. with
four stout pentadactyle limbs, the hinder longer
han the fore, and a flat, evil head, later on a
terribly jawed head, that was as sinister as it was
serpent-like. It might be lizard, it might be sala-
mander; the thing was too distorted from the long
entombment it had endured to make recognition or
classification possible. Later on. perhaps, but not
yet. But Guido somehow knew with a certainty he
could not analyse, that its erstwhile development
had been rather foetal than parasitic and that its
future growth was going to be something wonder-
ful, and unwonted, for him to experiment and con-
jure with.

So this strange man flung his gauntlet down,
a challenge to Life, a defiance to Death, and to the
World and his fellow men contained therein a
contradiction of all things ethical and normal. But
ever he vowed to persevere, to win. and Celeste, all
Ignorant of the truth of things, nodded her en-
couragement.
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CHAPTER XIII

JT was now a year since her father's death. The
girl was a trifle taller, otherwise she had

changed but little. She was still a child, but with
a beauty developing like the opening of rosebudsma spnng garden, as she passed, care-free and
mdependent, towards an early adolescence. Within
the precincts of his home Guido saw her daily,
gueerly perhaps, neither could explain this unusual
comradeship and did not stay to. Instead they
quarrelled and argued as often as they met; usually
to part m -wrath, but only to seek one another im'-
mediately afterwards. Guido was now her ap-
pomted guardian, and Mrs. Simms still managed
the Verver 'home, albeit one could not say that she
managed the alto«:ether incorrigible Celeste But
the maiden came repeatedly to view this prodigy
of .U-shaped horror, and shudder at it afresh.
Weirdly and inexplicably it fascinated her, had
fascmated her. in fact, from the first time she saw
It, and the more it grew in bulk and ugliness the
more did this fascination grow with it. No inkling
of the truth assailed her. Never once did she
suspect that this creature she believed to he the
genuine outgrowth of Guido's extravagant zeal
invested in one of his tadpoles was in literal truth
a scion, nay, almost the very flesh surviving of
her own dead father.

The scientist 'had kept his secret well. No one
in all the world besides this little blue-eyed rml
and himself knew of. this extraordinary tWn^s
existence. He alone could betray its oridn, and
sale to say, Guido would never speak. Devoid of
all suspicion, Oeleste even missed the point of
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differentiation he so nimbly stressed when he lied
to her, as lie he must and ever did, that this was
no tadpole of Vena clamitans but a larval newt,
carefully reared and fed with that mysterious
'ectolin,' another triumph of his outlandish science

;

a food derived from siAtle sources he alone could
name.

No, to her unfettered because unlettered mind,
this sprawling thing at the sight of which she
shivered, was only an overgrown polliwog to which
this crazy Guido had fed his crazier powders.

Little dhance was there that Swartzhausen
would ever enlighten her, or recount to anyone
tho^e first hours following Verver's death. Hours
indelible, burnt into his brain for all time; guilty,
impossible moments of his past, spent in sustaining
the spark of life in that inanimate shape, pirated
away with his swift lancet, then borne in haste and
secrecy to his own abode.

No, he could never speak of these things; never
boast his triumph to another. Ever and always
must it remain a crimsoned secret that not even in
the cause of science dare he divulge.

But tlien, nor could he forget his triumph
Again and again his mind reviewed each instance
of that fateful night. Those first weak movements,
a faint pulsation, a hardly discernible quiver, but a
sign and a promise in response to his carefully
handled hypodermic and the cautious drop of
adrenalin injected almost as a prayer. Until at
last his own thrill of success w'hen the inert thing
aroused, and Guido Swartzhausen knew that life

was there

Afterwards he had dared administer tiny par-
ticles of his own blood, microscopic injections, but
potent; until amazed but exultant, awed bv hi*
sheer success, he bent again to view this writhing
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riddle he had slain for; this mite of animation, un-
known, unnamed—but what?

What was this Thing that sprawled before him
now, with squat head turned as if regarding him?Was It in truth what Verver's words denied. A
strange reptilian relic of the Long Ago? A mon-
ster of the Mesozoic? Or stranger yet, a lunged
amphibian of the Carboniferous?

"What is this Thing?" he kept repeating. And
when at last the morning filtered in, he still stood
mutely questioning the mists, that came like grev
ghosts stealing over Warning Lake—

' "What is this Thing?"

view this writhing
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CHAFITER XIV

pOR a year this unknown atom of life had hved.
Not only lived but grown, and under the

stimulus of Swartzhausen's amazing dietary its
growth and development were prodigious. The
mystery of its origin remained unfathomed, yet the
question that had so beset him on that memorable
night at least, in part, was answered. Today in
Guido's mind but little doubt remained that this
small creature he now occupied himself in rearing,
and Verver's deity of the tropic swamp, were un-
cannily and so far inexplicably associated. The
brain of the scientist reeled at times as the persist-
ent truth assaulted it, so incredible was the phe-
nomenon.

Was it indeed the larval form of that terrible
beast which Severin's rifle had put to death so
speedily? And could it be that those fearful
priests of the jungle had bestowed upon its kind
some abnormal power of growth? And was the
secret of that power to grow a dependence upon an
early parasitic stage of development in some in-
voluntary host? He recalled to sight that dread-
fully depleted body of his recent neighbor and re-
membered Verver's dying revelation: "They
broug'ht it to my lips when I was sleeping."

"It cannot be—it cannot be!" he often cried
rebelliously, as he paced the floor of his solitary
house by the lake-shore, and mentally threshed the
problem over for the thousandth time. "It cannot
be!" he would repeat, "such things don't happen
in biology."

It rested with the future to decide; only the
years to come could solve so deep a riddle. But if
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It contnnied to grow with the rapidity it had dis-
played, and still e;dhibited, then Guido could rightlv
determine that the dead man's stoiy was more thai
a madman s myth, or a fantastic legend borrowed
trom a far-off, improbable tribe.

As for that tribe, there was Celeste herself tovouch for them, with her Indian blood, her skin as
White as northern snow and her hair the sable
splendor of a raven's wing. And then there were
her eyes, those extraordinary blue-violet eyes.

before'^'''
"^' °^ ^^^^ ^*^ ^**^ "*^«'- "»«*

"It's wonderful and baffling," said Dr. Guido
Swaruhausen. "but I'm going to read the riddle.
If It kills me in the end."
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CHAPTER XV

yHE Thing was now about the size of a small
rat and steadily added to its bulk.

"If it can grow as fast as that in a year

"

bragged Guido to Celeste one day, "in just a few
years' time it will be large enough to kill and eat
an ox."

It was a habit of her's to ridicule him, to pnrV
his pride, or dampen his enthusiasm; to anger J

by belittling his successes was to Celeste Verv i,

pleasure not to be relinquished. She contradicted
him now by challenging his prophecy.

"What rot you do talk," she cried. "It might
get just a little bigger than a kitten, but then it
will stop. What will you do with your slimy little
pet then, Mr. Guido? Kill it?"

She seldom called him doctor and certainly
never offered either him or his calling the least
sign of respect. To her he was always just a
funny little man forever doing strange things, most
of the times with frogs and tadpoles. "Of course "

she argued to herself, "it cannot grow as big as he
thinks. What silly tilings he does say."

But it did grow larger than the kitten-limit
Celeste vouch.safed it, and ere that size was at-
tained, in fact very shortly after this episode,
another inexplicable thing came to pass.

The blind eyes slowly opened to the light; the
hideous lids, with their lattice-work of palely
crimsoned veins, lifted a little at a time, to expose
to view the sullen eyes they sheltered. Always
the grey lips dropped again, as if the effort of at-
I—jj-.-t, r.o.^n TTtic ixju grcai an ordeai. But the
effort persisted, until a day came when the man
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looked into the eyes of his creation and the eyes
of the Thing, brighter now, looked back.

The look they carried appalled Swartzhauscn.
These terrible orbs were not the eyes of mere newt
or reptile; they were sinister, menacing, libidinous;
but they were also weirdly intelligent.

When Guido looked into those eyes he trembled.
And he could not have told one why.

I
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CHAPTER XVI

\^HEN next Celeste arrived he promptly led her
to the tank to marvel with him over thisnew development. But she screamed instead.

,

For the very moment she came within view,the Thmg roused uito animation, turned squarelytowards her. then reac -ing forth its long neck^
focussed ,ts new-won sight full upon her

nVhv H 'V'"
'''',

'u'^
'" '^^^ ^"^ ^"^'d^n terror.Why don t you kill the vile thing?"

Swartzhausen felt that he had the best of her

For the one and only time in his life, he sawCeleste turn around and flee. This unwonted fear

Zl7T 'T
'''' '"""*'°" ^^°»" ^^^ *han it

u J '^^i'^'^'^^'^S creature in the tank. For
all the world ,t looked like a midget kangaroo
squattmg on its haunches, but Swartzhausen in-
stantly recognized the alert, erect posture of admosaur one so often sees in pictures or recon-
s ructed models. He raised his voice in sur^nse.
but It was as much an expression of triumph as ofamazement. i' > « ui

li^hf^Hl' ^.i'"^t
^'P'°^«<^"«'" he exclaimed de-

lightedly. "See how it stands now!"
Celeste had o.uy retreated to the far end of theroom. Gamely she retraced her steps and came tolook agam. w.th her fear subdued and her usua^courage to the fore. She now stared back at theThmg refusing to be intimidated a second time.
I hate the little beast." she declared, "but it'snot going to bluff me like that again." And itnever dia

L-Mtl^:
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CHAPTER XVII

QURING the next two years the monster grew
by leaps and bounds, accelerating its de-

velopment with every month it lived. Stranger
than Its ever-quiokening growth, which was un-
doubtedly induced by the lavish rations of ectolin
provided by the scientist, was the unfoldment of
the brute's mentality, and the quality of its in-
telligence.

Dimly Guido suspected it at first; with clarity
and conviction later on. But at last, with denial
on his lips and positive assurance in his heart he
realized amazedly that this fearsome beast possess-
ed a faculty of reason, a power of comprehension,
and a power of discernment, far beyond th<5 limits
of its squat amphibian cranium. . '-;

That tiny brain, he inwardly contended, could
not possess the faculties of which this reptile ab-
normality was master. But yet it did! Not onlv
could the little monster think and understand- it
could deduce and reason. Yet almost there was'no
brain, and the herpetolcgist, dumbfounded, in-
trigued, unable to explain in his usual physiological
parlance a phenomenon so mysterious, confronted
Its gathering wits and accumulating brawn in daily
perplexity and sheer bewilderment.

But he came to know without comprehendir •

to realize, without a mote of explanation, that these
very faculties were on a par with human faculties
and yet were very far from human. No, Guido
clever scientist that he was, knew and secretly ad-'
mitted it was all beyond him. "It is not Science,"
he whispered sometimes to the silence of his hime

;

but he shook his head impatiently when his thouirfits
suggested Magic
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Of one supreme and extant fact by now he
stood convinced. It was the truth incredible, theThing beyond belief, mich was that the nervous
processes of this erstwhile parasite had been cap-
italized, high-mettled as it were, by Verver's own.
It was more than parasite. It was re-incarnation.The dead expressed again in viul flesh-^ut loath-
some, reptilian flesh. Impossible as it must ever
seem, at last he intuited, that this larval thing had

frZ^r ;!"^^f^*«^"^"<=e but mentality as wellfrom Stanahus Verver, its doomed and stricken

Celeste, on the other hand, who never arguedm terms of biological divergences, accepted all shesaw with her usual naive composure, and pro-nounced the ugly little creature 'cute'! She left
the pros and cons, the puzzles and the prtyblems
for the enraptured scientist to handle with his

!^r!'/-r?^
'"^"^- ^^' ^-ecognized carelessly,

and admitted unconcernedly that Guido's drawn-
out polhwog was 'smart' and let it rest at that

\

'-1
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CHAPTER XVIII

JT was when the Thing had proved itseif a carni-
vore, fierce and voracious, and a resistless

killer, that Swartzhausen named it.

Then it was stUl small, still to be measured in
just so many elastic inches and weighed in a few
scant pounds of frailty, and the doctor still confined
It to Its tank. Despite its paucity of size, at the
time referred to-a matter of only a few weeks
since Its eyes had opened to the light-it proved
Itself both fierce and terrible, and swift with a
cobra's deadly thrust. So far it had never slain
never done more tlian display its rapacity over'
fragments of dead and unresisting flesh. Now
came the day when Swartzhausen witnessed its
first kill,

A broiling August afternoon, and the drowsy
animal lay stretched its sullen length in the tank
a receptacle constructed with an inclined floor the
lower end of which was reserved for its pool' and
always filled with water.

A fly intruded. It was a large and noisy flv
and equally ill-fated. Disturbed by its buzzing
bwartzhausen had raised his eyes from his book
and glanced across the room just as the unlucky
insect alighted with a sharp impact on the inner
side of the tank wall. Almost imperceptibly the
slumbering occupant stirred, the pale lids lifted
and for a meagre second the metallic eyes interro-
gated.

Afterwards Guido could not actually recount
what happened, but there was a sudden flash of
alertness, a harmony of greyness, swiftness, silence •

a second sound of impact, this time a qu'ieter
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sound, and, leisurely swallowing, the reptile settled

down again.

The man had seen but little. He could not

recall to view the play of those engulfing jaws,

pertiaps the flash of an assaulting neck was for a

moment visible. Guido could not be positive, but

the buzzing fly had vanished.

Inspiration reached him promptly. To replace

the fly with something larger, something that could

not be swallowed instantly but must be captured,

killed and I'^nt in fragments.

In response to this sudden urge he produced a

mouse 'from a ^ed outside; a prison-house for his

rodent victims; small creatures doomed to his

experimental caprices. A moment later he dis-

charged the mouse from a glass jar into the tank.

A revelation followed. The long neck struck

and the mouse sprang clear. The amphibian leapt

in lightning leaps as the quarry evaded him ; and

w^ile the brief chase lasted, Guido watched

expectantly. A moment more and the pursuer held

a central point, whilst the mouse ran round and

round, clinging to the walls iind brushing the

water's edge as it passed the pool. The agile neck

swung like a flexible rod, with the head held close

to the fleeing prey, and never more than an inch

behind as the body pivoted.

The end came soon. Just once was the little

mouse too slow ; never once was its pursuer. Never

once did the fatal swiftness of that supple neck

dimini^. It seemed to flash from point to point,

and behind the cruel beast the long, grey tail co-

ordinated. The mouse shot under the reptile's

body; at once the snake-like neck curved and the

head swept under in pursuit. Promptly the head

emerged, and in the vise of those ravening jaws

the screaming rodent writhed and contorted.
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The rest is not delectable. It delighted Swartz-
hausen, and no doubt was satisfactory to the lizard
thing that slew. But to those who must peruse, the
account need not be detailed further. Enough, that
when the orgy ended the man had seen enkcted
what must have happened a myriad times and more,
when saurian monarchs ruled the earth. The sigiit
elated him, he stood there slapping his appreciation.

"No Diplodocus, you!" he cried, "that's no
name for you. You're "Dinodan the Terrible —
that's what I'm going to call you."

Thus Guido named his prodigy. But Dinodan
the Terrible sunk his now lethargic bulk to the floor
and drowsed. Anon, full gorged, he slumbered
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CHAPTER XIX
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T\INODO'N 'had won his name and his spurs in an
orgy of bestiality, and from that day on,

Swartzhausen tested out the prowess of his reptile

enigma in a number of carefully stayed little con-
tests, from all of which the brute emerged victor-

ious, proving itself a matchless killer.

Cautious at first, he never pitted the Thing
against an adversary too formidable; contenting
himself toy confronting it with rats or birds, any-
thing about the creature's own bulk that would
show fight. Later on, sure of its superiority, the
doctor ventured to introduce more formidable
antagonists, until finally Dinodon had raised a
victorious neck over a vanquished cat, and, a less

easily conquered weasel.

The cat perished with futile claws raking
invulnerable air, its crushed liead wedged between
the amphibian gladiator's vise-like fangs. And the
weasel? Never could be more swift nor keen a
fight than that, and never then nor afterwards, in

any combat, did Dinodon display such ferocity and
fury. For the weasel's leaps were quicker than the
saurian expected, and its bites far sharper and more
penetrating than were to his liking. But the weasel
quivered out its life in a welter of blood and fur,

with a rhythmic neck that arched and undulated
over it, as if cadencing a silent paean of triumph —
the while Guido yearned wholeheartedly for the
possession of a mongoose, that cotild be matched
against this peerless fighter.
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CHAPTER XX

fT would be hard to say when die Sand Language
had birth. Whilst Guido remembered vividlv

the first time he had made those marks, meaningless
scratches devoid of purpose then, that Dindon. still
in his days of insignificant proportions, had imitated— of the earliest occurrences of definite, intelligent
communication he held scant recollection. Rather
it seemed to have taken shape slowly and gradually
as if evading actual record until it was at last a
fact fulfilled, an accomplishment perfected. But
previous to these events that he had failed to
chroncile, the Tadpole-man had allowed the Thinc^
an hour or more of hberty each day. permitting it
to move about outside the house, hunt, browse or
investigate. It was easily recalled with a whistle
and handling it. that could have been both hazar-
dous and painful in the form of punitive jaws and
lacerated fingers, proved nothing else than an act
of harmless familiarity. Dinodon knew better than
to bite the hands that ministered and provided him
with the magic ectolin.

So it was that, while waching over his charge
during Its spell of liberation, (for he never permitted
It to wander from his sig^t), Swartzhausen, one
day, carelessly scraped out little ruts in the sand
with a stick. Invariably the clever reptile noted
every action of the man and immediately took
cognisance of this. Then, to the human being's
extreme surprise, Dinodon almost as promptly but

u*-^'*^^!
awkwardly, and with obvioti difficulty,

bej^an making ruts of his own that were clearly and'
unmistakably contrived in imitation.
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rhanclr. \"\T
''''' ^'"8^' «"'*ely, but from thischance act of ,dlcnes5 on the part of Swart^hausen.

evo ved a code the perfecting of which involved an
edtu:at.on extending through the years: a schooling

Of ir^
"""

''''""l'"'
''*"^^^'^" preternatural

tn/ f ft.^^'*'?'
**"*' ^''^ penetrated his eccen-tnc hfe th.s surely was tl, mose mysterious, andof all „,racles the most miraculous. For man andmonster came to communicate in signs, - and thesigns were scratched in the dust.

To what extent it was a simple code orobversely. intricate, cannot be said; for to none

manifest ' T. '
"^'""'^^ °' *'^ "^«*"« -«<^«manifest. But in some fantastic way, let oneassume m single letters, ingenious al^brev ati^and monosyllabic words, they wrote their wU and

rs;::!^strt:rr:;:e^-^^^^

Writing ,„ tht Sand, pregnant with Fate. ButGuido SwartAausen, blind to all el„ ,av. thL

uttle then of ultimate consequences.

IS
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CHAFFER XXI

go, between triumph and amazement, between
pertuHbatoi. and ilation, the Tadpole-man

watched througi the cars, and Celeste watched
with him

Celeste was beautiful at seventeen, with a
beauty that nor blend nor strain of sheer Caucasian
blood could possibly contrive. From that strange
white Indian mother came her suppleness and grace,
and a face that was Madonna-like, spirituelle — in
spite of elfin impudence. But from Verver, and
the untracked jungle sanctuaries came her silence
and her dreama. Wood-nymph and naiad merged,
the twain as one, she went her ways, but always
and ever, though he quarrelled with her daily, she
was Guido Sdartzhausen's wonderful White Frog.
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CHAPTER XXII

Jim came and went. Years of mys,erio«s

gracefulness, h possesseH J^ tV'" " <''«^™ »'

resistance to eitJr M ^ \ '.
'" ""^ """ <>«"

and tena i^s 1, ha.t" ""''.""'' "^"^ "^ '""gi'

..eck that CO Id s rfkeIr ""t^''™-
W'* ="

extremity as sl^,,' ! ^l "
f?'""-

*"•• » "udal
and as rapid Tr , \ '"'"' "' """g '"''ber,

Dinodon had 'onei;, 1
' '' "" '''^'' °' " Titan

though he kne; Z tZl'
l"' ^wartzhausen.

Here »,».= h: ? " '""S'' master!

vow f„, med H reT,;""'
'""""'' >'•» '»"'«'-

saiamande^t "^nfa. re-opTe':: 7?'"' ""
towered before him, stalked overh" ° '™^ "«°;

a":^hi^-'r tri-t^,"^"^^ '-rthr
Oui.. might ^the"oZ a ftcXte'tt h^^"™";not dec de. His knn«,io^

=>pecuiate, but he could

was not true dinosauT ,tST "'"". '""' "
fact, than were those won" o' tutS ""'

'."

ascendancy durini- th. i„ ^ .

'"^' gamed
same time he c^fide'I if

^?"'™"'.- h«. at the

a -e water-hatred t;:a:Lt
'"^''" '^-^ '--

Chan!:" u'rv-^rhe'^tho' h'"'^
""" " -» -"-

an .-.termediate hnk betw,
" "'"'"' " "*•" l'^-

that som....her II u
"*"" '"<• "^ard. »n,l"'-••.icrc back „, the Coal IVIeasures he must
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look for its antecedents — if ever antecedents this
weird monster had

Whatever Dinodon was in terms of paleon-
tological science, clearly he breathed with lungs,
while still retaining gill-slits, and in or out of water,
or under water, was as much at home as any croc-
odile. He preferred the shadows of cloud and tree,
retreated dunng the heat of summer days, either
seeking immersion in the lake, or retiring to his
lair on land, actually a cave Celeste had found for
him. But he moved about freely after sundown, or
during sunless periods.

So Guido, ever full of biological exactitudes,
gave Dinodon an ancestory receding back into the
Carboniferous; the whilfe a lurking spirit mocked:
"You're very clever, doctor, but it's nothing of the
kind! You know it's not! You don't know what
it is."

No, Guido did not know, and after all these
years of puzzling debate he could only, (when he
sought to be honest with himself), proclaim it a
jungle mystery that those equally mysterious
savages had stumbled upon and woven into their
wizardry. No believer in black magic or necro-
mancy, yet still clinging to his theory of a Meso-
zoJc survival, he remained at a loss to know how
their priests liad discovered that this Thing, in
embryo, could be transmuted into a parasite.

It was riddle and mystery involved, but a
greater problem was Dinodon today, and the
situation that the creature's existence and present
requirements evoked. For this embryo of yester^
day fwas now very much alive, a gigantic three-ton
mass of dangerous, rampaging carriivore that Guido
could no longer hold in leash. By now it roamed at
win, a constant frequenter of the lake, a formidable
destroyer of fish, and, on land, a beast of prey,

Pi
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even a cattle th.ef. Lastly, it was well with in therealms of probability for it to become Tn Ztu^imenace to man himseli
**'*"^'

Already with body submerged, slealthilvsilently, .ts sinister head alone above wa er frlM V.'-d ravished, and at the same t.^e.^wth ^" tu
«ut here were occasions, when, perhaps a thor

^"ore' :vrhed'°"T'
^^ ' ^"^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^e

. '.
^vatched with consternation over r.H,\,„

one ot JJmodon's more indiscr#><.t «,.
careless ™o„,e„.s! Then, i. can be ta ^'m a

low» with a sharae-faced narrative of a weird seabeast trespassing tlie lake
'"

odon. It was the priceless ectolin that S«r»r JHansen .till rationed out each evening ,o he
5"

"

doctor^n "' '"""" "'"« -"e waning Thedoctors bank account had vanished Ion.. a?o andwuhou. adequate funds, when the las-
."

Ae^subtlefood was consumed, it became questionable whether

sufficed ^henTe tZTZ ZTtl'T' ''

chas-ng powers were at zero an^ h^'-^ould "n":;

From less than a hatldful of flabby inert fl.,h

Nowlts wei2°TVl''' P^"'"' proportions.

"il![
' ' ""S'^* ""« •« registered in tons. i,.

-....v,i3,ons m nnear feet. He had bought the big
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brute meat until he could no longer make such
expensive provision. Dinodon gorged and rested,
slept for a while

; then came again, demanding more— incessantly demanding.
All the vicinity could supply in the form of

decrepit stock, old horses, aging milk cows, the
dead carcass of practically any farm animal, had
been bargained for and brought to his ranch long
ago. He had freighted home s'lieep and pigs,
turning them loose for Dinodon to leap upon alive
He had ferried quarters of beef from Cherry Wharf
supplied him by a local butcher, and shipped in
expensive consignments of meat on his own account
form more distant abattoirs. But the hulking
reptile was ever insatiable, and at last Guido left
him to forage for his own

It was inevitable that rumors should gather
force around the lake. The Thing had been espied
too often in spite of its perpetual wariness. Stock
had been killed and torn to fragments, and, at times,
only partially devoured, by some strange beast that
was neither wolf nor bear nor mountain lion. Even
tracks, very indefinite, impossible to identify and
extremely difficult to follow, were nevertheless
detected on more than one occasion. Invariably,
when this strange spoor was traceable it led into
the lake.

Alarmed as t!ie neighborhood became, suspicion
of the eccentric doctor's responsibility for this un-
known raider's existence was never manifested.
Those two ranches, along the same bank of the
inlet, the one at its extremity, the other which was
Guido's~ where the lake shore angled at the mouth,
were isolated and very seldom visited. Celeste
was as much a recluse as Swartzhausen himself,
and as for Mrs. Simms, nolens volens—she received
few callers.
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So, though the settlers of Warning Lake con-

tinued to complain of various losses among their

stock, though reports of the sea-beast's presence

increased in frequency and steadily spread wider

afield, yet for a while the rumours met with little

else save ridicule and incredulity.

Bye-and-bye the papers heard of it and com-
menced to regale their readers with quasi-humorou^s

articles, little veiling their unbelief, but cataloguing,

instead, the whole affair as an old wife's tale or, at

best, a resurrected Indian legend.

Celeste did not read newspapers; nor did she

talk. Practically the girl lield herself to secrecy

of her own volition, and Guido could count on her

unerring silence. Certainly now that the Thing
was well beyond control, and gaining a very serious

measure of notoriety, the uneasy scientist was not

going to confirm its existence, nor admit his own
responsibility.

Dinodon continued to swim and prowl to his

heart's content as stealthily and obscurely as his

cunning mind enabled 'him, but ever about the hour
of dusk, still swayed by the same undiminished

craving, the giant reptile approached the buildings

for the measure of ectolin that Swartzhausen had
never yet denied it.

Now an ordeal was forth coming. The scien-

tist must convey to the big brute the unlucky
information that he could provide the food no
longer, and with uneasy spirit he turned his eyes
towards the carpet of sand, whereon these two
exotic beings, the human and the beast, had traced

their messages for so many years.

It was a clear little stretch that reached from
the water's edge up to the old lo.^ house and it

was Guido's landing beach, an elbow of shoreline,
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Instinct, foreboding, fear, reason itself, perhaps,
warned him that he was about to provoke a crisis

by conveying this message; but the situation was
beyond his handling; the monster beyond his means.
He ri'ist face an issue, and now with all his heart
and soul Guido wished himself rid of Dinodon.

He could not persuade himself to kill him.
In the first place he did not quite know how his

death could be contrived. Swart^-ausen had no
higli powered rifle, no adequate projectile such as

Severin had discharged at the head of the god in

the Sacred Swamp those many years ago.

Could he poison him? Perhaps. But if he
slew this tremendous creature, with poisoned bait,

how, later on, was he to remove from sight its

mighty carcass, or explain the presence of such
offal on his premises?

Nor, in truth, did he wish to kill it. It was
his achievement, "his triumph; it represented his

life work, and alive it embraced the proof of his

discoveries, the substantiation of his clever theories.

It was his crown of success, even though he dared
not flaunt that guilty miracle in the face of Science,

because—but he had no remorse, no repentance yet
—because he was a murderer.

And there was Celeste, the daughter of the
man he slew. She also watched over Dinodon; .she

also had followed his herculean growth and shars d

with Guido, in her contrary way, his triumph and
his ecstacies. No, for her sake again, he must not,

could not destroy this Thing he had all but created.

In much the same way its guilty origin de-

terred him from handing it over, or making known
its presence to some institute of Science who while

accepting it with gusto, would ask their score of
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CHAPTER XXIII

THE TADPOLE.MAN had sown the wind, now

Dunishir"
*"" "" "'irlwind, for if crime andpunishment grow on the same branch then surelvm this c„e the branch was Dinodon

^

delating the evi, h^.^„:ZS:TZ!^
the remammg ectolin into seven portions, any one

ration s""", 'r •'"" » ""'«' "' *« '""omZration. Swartzhausen was practically begging a
"

Din^r"
*'•" "" "'* "' e^^-wlfatfD nndon answered that. He was hungry in

to h.m awoke the very wrath the scientisf so fear-to y dreaded. He was not used to hunger, tWskdler of he night, and like a drug denied thelessened allowance of ectolin left hi™ irritated and
unsat.sf.ed. For the first time in his life the r.pt"l.knew the gnawmg pangs of an empty stomach Hecould make no kill.

were'^f'lV'aI;d"f*V"'''
"' »'°'-"'«'''«« ''« by "owwere few and far between. Even the smaller fryfled m swift shoals at the devourer's approach andfleet as he was, the little fish were fleeter Dino^"'could not survive like that

form^^f*!;"
""•'' '^"^*'"r on dry land in theform of domesticated stock, from hoof to hornfrom suckmg pig to Percheron, was safe behindwell barred and bolted doors, or, during the daytoe, herded cautiously by welUarmed^ wa.chf^men. Not even a .barnyard hen rewarded him fo'wise hens roost at night, and he dared not ir;adea thronffinff farmvarH H,,..; *u- j-

^^
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In the small hours of the morning, frustrated
and famished, he swam back to Guido's beach. In
its usual place was the measure of ectolin—a meagre
measure, but he greedily consumed it. Guide was
sleeping and in the midst of his slumbers he heard
the maddened saurian. He heard him bellow, for
Dinodon was not without a voice and could bellow
when he willed.

A sweat broke out over Swartzhausen as he
lay there listening; but by and by the brute re-
treated, whereat Guido gave a sigh of relief, and
endeavored to compose himself for sleep again.
In the morning he determined he would notify the
Thing that he must depend entirely upon his own
abilities to provide himself sustenance; and there
would be no more ectolin. This would keep him
away from the building, reflected Guido hopefully,
and so prevent suspicion falling upon himself. They
could not associate the 'sea-beast' raider with hini,
he ruminated more comfortably, if from now on
Dinodon kept away.

Exactly how he was to convey a message of
such unusual length as the one he contemplated,
by indenting crude glyphics in a bar of sand for a
reptile's brain to fathom, is a matter for individual
conjecture. Perhaps Guido was really exp^-t
enougfh in the Sand Language by now to write a
whole treatise on Amblystroma in such a way.
Enough to record that his meissage was never
written.

In the morning he went to the beach, and to
the spot where the exdhange of ideas was invariably
Tf i Jered. He felt very resolute, very determined,
and quite probably he knew <how to write his mes-
sage. However, EHnodon had forestalled him.

There in the erlintine sunlierht. the ffrimmciRt

>f ultimata staggered liim. Straggling and uneven
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were perhaps the marks, but very tense and terse:
MEAT OR MEN ....

Finally Swartzhausen went back to the house,
his face as whit- ^!' ^s white as the White Frog!

There wis only one clear thought in his brain
just then. He must warn Celeste.

:Bi!
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CHAPTER XXIV

gHE came herself at an early hour to find a
distracted man awaiting her. Quickly she

realized that something out of the ordinary had
occurred to render him more thoroughly demented
than his usual self nd from Celeste's point of view,
the usual Guido was, beyond all manner of doubt,
a person *non compos mentis'.

He poured his troubles out with scant delay.
"What can I do?" he falsettoed at her. "The brute
will soon be man-eater!"

"Who's eating men?" she demanded briskly,
then asked again with exquisite frankness, "What's
eating you this morning, Guido; you're crazier
than ever."

Celeste was rarely as rude ac that to the attle

ioctor, but she also had heard Dinodon bellow
uuring the night, and knew that noises issuing from
that usually silent throat stressed some disquieting^

cause behind them. So she was herself a little

worried and impatient to ascertain the 'raison

d'etre' of Guide's early morning p turba^ion.
However, the man of science was so thorc valy
distressed and distracted that her asperity passed
unnoticed, in fact he almost bellowed himself as he
spoke again.

"If I don't feed him, he's going to kill man!
Now are you satisfied? What am I to do?"

Celeste threw back her head and laughed, but
it was partly feigned hilarity. "Then why don't
you feed hir ?" he asked in turn, "you know he's

hungry." ji;>#H ^ r

"How can I find him niMt> T'm Kr/~.U-« " -aJJ

Guido truthfully, "I have got to get rid of him."
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"Listen, Guido." the girl addressed him less
sharply for the moment, "leave Dinodon alone, he
will never eat a man."

Little either of them knew it then, but the
wood-nymph spoke prophetically. Rather, SwartJ-
hausen, for one, firmly believed that morning that
Dinodon went ready to raven and fatten on human
Ii6sn.

"How can I buy him meat?" repeated Guido
wearily, he has cost me my fortune already, and
I liave nothmg left. You know that yourself"

•
I. ^T.°?

**"'"'* *P*"** •* *" °" i^'nodon." adn.on-
ished Celeste, "you spent your money like a fool ~
on everything. And I can quite believe you would
spend mine too — if you were allowed to take it."

Oh," said the hepetologist blankly ; then, "oh "
agam, "what makes you say that?"

To speak fairly for Swartzhausen, this was not
true. He had never desired his ward's inheritance

Because you're crazy," she announced a
second time, 'you spent your money on tadpoles,-
yes tadpoles!" she reiterated, "as if there were not
millions m the lake for you to mess with; and
people say you paid out thousands on your stupidoM experiments and the things you had shipped in
to you from—from all over America."

^Such words were more outspoken tfha,, the
Tadpole-man had ever heard from her young lips
before, but they helped him pull himself together
so that he almost 'squared up' to her Whtn he spoke
again. ^

"And pray why shouldn't I ?" he inquired
defensively. ",t was my money and my life-work."

Life-work!" she parrotted contemptuously,
there s your life-work, o, there!" and sh6 waved

an impatient arm towards u.e lake; 'now it's up toyou to xeed him, money or no money! — and if you
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can't find him food, I can and will!"

"You I" gasped Guido, fiis mouth wide open
with astonishment. "How can you get meat for
him unless you buy it? How much stock is left

around this lake?"

"Why can I not buy it?" she demanded in tu-n.
"I have money of my own, haven't I?"
"Yes," assented lier guardian, "you will be rich

when you are twenty-one."

"Well, I'm going to spend some now, before
I'm twenty-one. And you are going to see about
it

;
so go to town and f^tt it for m^ — you must

have food for Dinodon at once."

"I cannot find him food at once, that is impos-
sible I" cried Guido despairingly, "you know that
yourself."

"Well, if you can't, I can," she repetitioned,
and turned to go. But Guido stopped her.

"Look here," he said with sudden courage, "you
must keep out of the lake — it's not safe !"

"What isn't safe?"

"EHnodon," said Guido.

"You fool!" she sibilated at him, and walked
away.
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CHAPTER XXV

SWARTZHAUSEN wen, to Oheror Wharf
^

where, with much ,aIB„g and a fair amount'oflyng he succeeded eventually in persuading theowner of the general store to advance a sum ofmoney. This he handed to his ward
It can be said of Celeste Vcrver that she wisbrave as .he was beautiful, and as much L

T

emote a recluse as Swartzhausen, her guardianIhey seemed almost to vie with one another ,nhunnmg more sociable humanity hut now bid v

and ^^T^ *' """'"""X "er quest of viandand victual for the hungry maw demanding it

,
*; ."'*,* " ''?«»'''«: experience for the .olitar>.g.rl fh,s thrusting herself for the first timeamoT;

fenudes.l> and adrmtly deceive men and women«..o had been her closest neighbours ever sin^Hh"came a child to Warning Lake, and yet werestrangers to her.
''

She had sailed the lake alone ever since shewas b,g enough to handle her own small boat a

as It was diminutive In thi« „Jl. • .
^

she voyaged to Che ry Wha ' soZre"?.""'Mrs <Ni'ir.«,o u
*viidri, sometimes takinerMrs. Simms, her aunt, along; but always such anp was odious to her and. as often as not a causefor dissention in the Verver household. It was Itany time, an undertaking only oromnt.H u

sity when tilings from^heXTerreouZ"
tobe and larder must be replenished. Quite
^!!:^^-'\ ^^. .^'-t would refuse outS^K
..rc>c.a.„nucc ana delay for another week, then
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having finally promised to go. as likely as not she
would disappear for the day instead.

Now she went willingly and witfhout explana-
tion; only she commandeered the tattered handbag
that the old housekeeper had clung to since time
alone knows when. In this she deposited her newly
acquired wealth and in a flash was down to her
boat and away.

She was startlingly attired when late that
evenmg she re-entered her home to walk silently
past her astonished aunt and parade herself befoie
a mirror. Positively Celeste could not have ex-
plamed the sudden urge that motivated her to
transform herself into this flaming vision of carmine
and crimson, high heels and silken hose. It was
as free from vanity as it was flambuoyant. as un-
sophisticated as it was bizarre, this lightning
change that was, the first time, conducted on her
bathmg beach, the very moment that her boat had
grounded. But from wisps of almost nothingness,
from flippant kilt and careless khaki shirt to this
extravagent yet quite fastidious costume — from
naked, sun-brown legs to sheen of silk and haughtv
conspicuous heels, the wild girl passed—and passed
withal as in a breath—from childhood into woman-
hood

That it was the influence of her jungle ancestry
some instinct handed down from the aloof and iso-
lated tribe t<hat bore her, can be only chronicled as
a suggestion. Bftt to instinct, urge of influence
whatever thing it was, Celeste responded, taking
over her new role of forager and provider in her
forthright, matter-of-fact way, without ostentation
or embarrassment except insofar as this effort of
sartorial immaculation declared itself; and yet she
donned the lavish ensemble without more visible
concern than if she were thructing her arms into
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some simple, Sunday frock at Mrs. Simms' mild
bidding.

Yet in all truth there was another aspect to
this transformation; a darker, subtler aspect. It
was as if Celeste became a vestal virgin, a solemn
pnestess, robed and ordained to serve the sanguin-
ary whmi and equally sanguinary appetite of this
aquatic Moloch demanding bloody sacrifice.
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CHAPTER XXVI

pHIS sudden search for Dinodon's daily bread
was not as simple a matter as one might

suppose, and Celeste must needs go warily if she
would avoid suspicion. First, there was always
this urge for secrecy, next it was out of the ques-
tion to purchase a supply at ordinary prices and in

the usual way ; for Dinodon's three tons of vicious
health demanded copious nourishment ; and lastley,

the farmers whom she found accessible were not
stock raisers in the wider sense, and while most of
them had cows and swine, some a few sheep, in the
main they restricted themselves to the raising of
fruit and poultry, and very few could be induced
to sell at normal prices, what obviously they needed
to retain for their own requirements.

Almost at once she decided to confine her
effort to the purchase of sheep alone, and here she
trod on safer ground and could give a fairly plaus-
ible pretext

; for at her home were two young ewes
that had been given to her, when lambs, by no less

a donator than Swartzhausen. But then their
motfhers had gone the same way as all other flesh

that came to Guido's beach alive—and disappeared.

It was easy for Celeste to say she wished to
add to her flock and acquire an increase. But de-
murely as she told her tale of baby Iambs and silky

fleeces, she met with poor success. There were
very few sheep left for sale; Dinodon's many raids
had seen to that.

Another disconcertino- fa^tnt- t-n ha ^nt^n^M^^^A

wnercver she turned her prow was the inevitable
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question asked: had she seen the 'sea-beast' > And
was she not afraid to invest in sheep while this
mysterious raider wap still at large?

To all of which Celeste returned her smile ofmnocence—and fibbed engagingly.
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smile of
CHAPTER XXVIl

PERSISTENCE wins, and in the end the girl

discovered an undisturbed farm and a real
flock of sheep, well back from the lake, so that she
had to leave her boat moored and ride a borrowed
horse in order to get there. These people did not
ask questions about Dinodon except to invite her
theory as to how the rumor originated, and to join
with them in ridiculing it. Evidently Dinodon had
not wandered any considerable distance from the
water, prefering no doubt to remain assured of a
safe line of retreat in case he were attacked. But
he was intrepid enough to have crossed the con-
tinent and on doubt hunger would have driven him
eventually to penetrate much farther inland. Ce-
leste purchased eleven sheep, and accepted a prom
ise of a few more later on. The farmer undertook
to deliver them to the lake ferry which would in
turn run up the inlet, and deposit them on the
Verver premises. It was too indiscreet to arrange
delivery directly into Guido's hands; he already
had aroused country-wide curiosity with his many
previous purchases and odd behaviour generally,
but even so, never a word of suspicion in her hear-
ing was cojipled to his name as far as this reported
lake monMSer viiS concerned.

So, a fev days later, one could have seen the
girl and her g^i^ardian driving the little flock through
the stumps and brush towards Guido's dilapidated
old ba.n, the door of which he very carefully
strengthened and barred against a possible invasion
rifl fh#» nar< rtf T\innrif-,n T't.^ ...„^4.:i- :t 'x < j •

J
..,..,,, s. -i-c: icpiiic, li 11 CUUIU DC

prevented, must not feast one day and famish the
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next and only a steady supply of meat properly

ZV„u K , r °"" '"°'« <'°«" 'h" door therewould be few sheep left for another meal; what hed.d not slay outright would obviously scatter overh.ll and dale and be difficult, even for hira, .0 fhid

.^^eth
""""'""'y ""' '•-«? 'very second ilytogether w,th his success as a fi*cr would tl^vAought, keep the big brute's appetite app«,'ed

'*

Celesje's achievement gave Swartehausen abreathing space, but the battle was only Just b"gu„rnere was a luture to provide against^ L „de,"r-'m.nat. as .. was difficult, and he n,ighrw"u Iskhow long th.s condition of affairs was going to |as7or or that matter, the trifling sum of mont re-

*a"nrdHf:"t 'r "' ="'"'«'""• ''-"--

at laro. » 1,. .

* three-ton carnivoreat large, a beast possessing a sagacity as keen asa man s an mdomitable will and a spir,^ of in." pi".ty that fhnched or quailed before nothing The

Sr; "'"i";
""*' " ™°"«" «"' ">e open «»Omodon needed an ocean range for his activit^s'When one considers that the grizzly bearTs he

"v:lbr" 'T'™' "«"«»'"' -" 'ha. he ia veritable giant at one thousand pounds it iseasier to appreciate both the size of this gtJlt csaurian and Swartzliausen's dilemma.

this atte^l,
"?"""*. ' ~"»P'™<=y against society,

:^ra"crurrr/atieTare:s:T "'
-

rryXc^ "' '^-'»' -"eV'arre"treated while Celeste stood firm Manv an^ i

d"sTosa?.%e''r^"""',
"'•"—^"Tl^n'odl:?

otr t Zr" ,t' .^"'"'i"- "--"awe and
' ^' ^'^^"S promise of feasibility did
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tliey decide upon. The first was to prepare more
ectolin now that there was money again with which
to purchase the required ingredients; and the next,
to buy up breeding stock and raise a supply of
meat themselves. This latter was Celeste's idea.
Guido must turn farmer and raise pigs-dozens of
pigs! And Celeste on her part would become a
shepherdess and provide sheep—dozens of sheep.

And it was all so hopeless, so impossible! Un-
til Celeste was twenty-one there would be no money
for such a venture; and she was not yet nineteen.

But the ectolin, certainly, was more feasible.
Guido thought he could make it now in larger
quantities; though it would be a different ectolin
not the miraculous life-builder such as he had raised
this colossus upon, but a less subtle diet, in fact a
kind of glorified stock food that would provide amaximum of nourishment without inducing abnor-
mal growth.

"How long will it take to get these drugs?"
Celeste inquired.

'Three or four weeks at the quickest," Guido
told her, then warned her tliat it might and prob-
ably would take longer. Sometimes he had waited
three months before the rare and expensive ingre-
dients were delivered to him. He led her to under-
stand that some of the factors in tfiis clever pre-
paration were so rare, and so little known, that
very few chemists or apothecaries handled them,
and on most previous occasions they were obtained
for him as a special order, and only then after much
searching and delay

"We -will keep Dinodon satisfied until you get
tliem," Celeste determined with her usual naive
optimism. "We will buy up everything we can."

" -^-.^•^i-jir vjuiuu owartznausen openly and
audibly agreed with, while secretly, and with a
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weary soul he wished that he were sending for a
high-powered rifle, and tlie kind of bullet Severin
had used so very effectively that day the God of
the Sacred Swamp expired

'W .iwfrfj

;

•^Hff-W

»fc ^.h{

i
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CHAPTER XXVIII

y\ND Dinodon knew! He knew well that the
man who had raised him, who stood respon-

sible at this hour for his very existence and for his
enormous size as well, desired his extermination.

Whether it were brain or other processes that
had capably mastered the intricacies of an alphabet
assuredly his mental powers were keen enough to
read the signs and gather liome the truth. Clearly
the saurian realized that if he dared, Swartzhausen
would destroy him.

More than this he comprehended. Celeste
alone stood between him and danger, even unto
death. She it was who sought to feed him at the
present time, and but for her Swartzhausen would
plot his destruction, no doubt succeeding in the end
while in the meantime leaving him to forage and
hunger.

Perhaps less clearly did this giant creature
recognize that he stood alone in the world, a being
unique and without rightful place in the scheme of
things; that once revealed to the eyes of human
kind, every man's hand would be against him. Not
in vain had he gazed upon the big lake steamer or
watched the cumbersome ferry plough back and
forth, leaving a wake of froth and disturbance be-
hind It. He did not understand these things, but
yet he somehow sensed that they were powerful
things controlled by forces and endowed with forces
he could not, dared not, contend against. And
that was why, when a big boat hove in sight or
when Dinodon felt the throi. of its engines vibrat-
msr thrOllOrh Vlio Alam^n^- ,..., -• -e •.

,
"

= " • "•' ^' -""g 5JI Its approac!!.,
he was always deep at t^z bottom of the lake.
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' ..^

leaving this rival monster to pass safely and fath-
oms high above him.

How could this unwonted being who was, as
it were, the adopted denizen of a minor lake in the
heart of the Rockies, stand aware ti:at ihere were
wider stretches of water that could afford him se-
curity and food in pk nty. Or how determine for
himself that beyond the encircling hills embosoming
the only habi it he knew, was league after leajrue
of plain and mountain, and mile upon mile of water*
ways; waters that were worthier of his mighty
bulk and prowess? No, Dinodon had not the means
to know that did he but turn his long neck to the
West and travel straight he would find a safe
abiding place in the vast Pacific.

•|!
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CHAPTER XXX

JN the meantime Celeste kept h and whilst she
sought by hook or by cro< nd this is very

litreally said—a sufficiency of v..ams for her pon-
derous dharge, there arrived at last the vital con-
signment of cannisters and boxes that would ulti-

mately mean a new and greater store of ectolin.

Swartzhausen awoke with freshened energies.
He swept away the long accumulated dust from his
virtually abandoned laboratory; for the place that
once had been so immaculately clean and filled with
tanks, replete in turn with monstrous and exotic
life, had lain inanimate and still for many a long
year past, and was today but little else than the
tomb of his dead aspirations. The innumerable
receptacles that once had held or penned that
strange array of frogs and tadpoles, newts or
axolytis—in short, a diverse host of small amphibia
—were stacked away in corners or piled forlornly

on shelves and tables. Intricate pharaphernalia
stood idle and sfhrouded in dust and cobwebs, and
row upon row of books reproached him, technical
works, far-brougtit and costly, that had rarely if

ever felt the touch of thumb or finger—since Dino-
don grew up!

Some of his old skill reasserted itself when he
resumed liis erstwhile work ; to weigh and measure,
grind and pulverise; to mix and pour, then pour
and mix again, strange powders and ingredients.
This was to be a different ectolin, compounded in
greater bulk and stored away in hundred-weights
instead of ounces. What had once been weighed
fey dram or grain on a set of delicate scales was
now sieved and collected into pails and barrels ; for
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the whole idea was this: if Dinodon would fish and

ITT^uf-^ '"'"'"'""^ ^"PP'y of expensive
meat, thjs bulkier cctolin would fittingly sustain
the annabohc growth of his var jody and at thesame time satisfy his hunger. But it was yet in
preparation, and not to be forgotten were its specu-
lated merits awaiting test and proof.

M
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CHAPTER XXIX

SWART2HAUSEN failed. It was a clever com-
bination, but it was not ectolin. Leastwise it

was not the miracle-food and magic stimulant that
Dinodon knew and craved. By one means or
another the herpetologist had informed tlie Thing
that he could expect a resumption of this much-
loved esculent he had well-nigh grown up on until
recent times. It was a promise written in the sand,
and, like the sand sustaining it, the promise crum-
bled, leaving in its stead disaster and a final holo-
caust.

One evening Guido stood at the water's brink
and whistled, giving the same familiar signal that
countless times had called the reptile from afar!
bringing him in one swift flight, a rapid shadow
just below the surface, to thrust himself ashore and
eagerly advance to where the ectolin was ordinarily
placed for his consumption.

Avidly he answered now, swiftly gained the
beach and in a flash had reached the platform-like
arrangement on w-hich the cherished food was
heaped invitingly. Perhaps he noted then the lib-
erality of the amount provided; possibly he gave
no heed to quantity. But the quality disturbed him •

instantly. This mass of coarse drab granules was
not ectolin. Certainly it seemed to hold the same
constituents; its flavour was suggestive of the old
intrancing flavour but potency and palatability both
were lacking. This did not please his palate nor
send that entrancing thrill of satiation through him.
Dinodon found as he tasted just one outstanding
quahy, the quality of disappointment,—and, a mom"
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dissatisfied amphibUn'Z.dayr'Tiull'
"'

outlawed Di„«,„„, , jhing of ferity .„/.an •...ng^ dangerous th4 het^'^riltTV

.helLT.lirsl"ied''Ltr r*' '" ^^"""-^
the serpent-neil^vir H "'^' '"'" ""'"ri"*^

!

side to side - a characteristic motL of rwhen stirred. But the pantomTne of wrlth IZ
.r 'T"""'

'""'""« "" """ petrified -^Tthhorro^r^and with terror sparkhng frotThis eyes HeTj««. seen the repti,edisp,a,«,ch'''r^e^;,",';j

towards the house, seemi^' TL^ch -k •T'^

rg'-wthTn^-----"-^^^

-JJ:rri;:r^-t-—rgrrti:

.-ordinarifyhlatt^Cdhinrar:
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the ground, framing his vindictivcncss in four
appalling symbols:

GIRL
It was plain to see in the moonlight. Swartz-

hausen saw and read; then almost in a swoon he
flung h,s weight against the door, to hold an abjectbody there and shriek - then shriek again

But Dmodon had vanished.

r J^u'lT *'"'' '^'^^P '^^* •" G"><»o's barn, and
Guido had determined during the hours of a fear-
racked night when terror denied him slumber, thaton the morrow he would put into effect a maxim
he had learnt at school, to strike first, and do the
talking afterwards. Expanded, it expressed and
'-mbodied one supreme resolution: the remaining
.Hncep would be Dinodon's last meal and the poiso,,;
still fluid and potent, thougf, it had Iain inert since
the coming of this Th.ug, the medium of his own
emancipation.

It would be time enough to talk the following
day, when the beast was dead; interim, he would
have his story ready, which meant, his lies prepared
for the staggering world who came to exclaim over
the corpse of a dead dinosaur.

So far he could see h.s desperate way, but what

honestly. Guido admitted that much as he feared
the reptiles rage and the constant peril of its
presence, he dreaded as much or more the wrath of
his ward and her inevitable condemnation later.
But hnked with the horrors of the recent darkness
went 4 vision that would not forsake him. It was
t!he vision of Celeste's white arms flinging off the
spray, and in the background Dinodon - fanirs
avidly extended *^

Therefore had Guido Swartzhausen vowed to
aestroy this 1 hing, come weal, come woe.
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CHAPTER XXXI
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^ '""« shelter.
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ITJr ''"'"'^ "P°" '^^ ««•"« small profile-the alabaster torso of Celeste!
pronie—

She had ceased from her labors for a dav or so •

in";. K
\"' '""" ''^^ °" *^« beaeh and shelteredn the bushes. The second delivery of sheen from

that her money wa. expended there was little to be

present the g,rl was well content to swim anddream, and idle after her usual wont, and upon

trii;::; tv''' t ^-^"^^^ *^- .-rdia;."'-?:the latter, standmg at the bend of his shore she wasvery plan.ly in sight that morning where she sw^mredy and unconcernedly about. 'as m "h a hTmin the water as any frog!

tl^inif""*
*''!.* "^^'^

^'''"S: the T£dpole-man wasth.nkmg as he contemplated her. yet his face was
fearful and pallid from the dread'that surged 4heart. For. at a pomt out in the lake, just oppositethe mlet. was another object that HJH L?
abont K«* .v.* j

""jcct mat did not swimabou but mstead remained still and rigid. Itwas the ominous head and neck of Dinodon andOuido shivered to behold him. Had Celest'e^n
apprehension of her risks? Could not th head-strong g.rl appreciate her danger? The agitated

strengthened m h,m. He would warn her onceagain
;
compel her to forsake her folly
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CHAPTER XXXII

"' Th .hVmi-'"?"^ "'" "'"»"««<'

disturbed like .hiXfor. " *' "" ""*' ''«"

de^anZ^sh'^^J/""
"""' «« '<" Guido?" .he

tangled pile.
' '**^"* "°ated in a

"I see a bunch of brZ, " K" '*•
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*' "''"' '^'^" "•«

<annot he? Now J/ ." ?". "*"'' "«• """y
clothe.." «" °"" °f *"". I want my

Guido spoke rapidly then H-
eamest, so thoroughly contLl ^\', '" ""'*' '"

had no mind for the ^n^ ? ^^ ''" *" he
nvasion of this yi^L "™ '"'"•"" ''""»'°" hi,

thought, one des^Tn 'ea^rat^hT"- "'' ""^

-•-on always watltg^^thi'd' kt'ottrlo^
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as diving for stars in the water -the little st«r
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moonlight. Guido must, he would prevent it. Hehad authority-she was his ward-his own-l"very own White Frog.
own—m.,

her!'-
h' '*'"'[

"°V'''^
^''- "^ «hall not devourher I he was breathing the words to himself. Th

l"^i 1"T^' ""'^ •" ^'-^ ^-"^t'on his voice rosehigh, ^hnll-pitched and quivering
"This has got to stop!" he cried to her. "Hes always watchmg you. and I am warning you.

Inud he'rl
" T^ T' °^ ^"^°"^ else. Ubathearonud here. That brute must be disposed of.

f" m hi^ T '"^""""^ *"^ ^'^^ "»"«^ "^'ep awayfrom him. Now come out, and dress yourself

"

A peal of laug-hter answered him. Then next

^mall thumb to her nose and grimaced behind itwhile tauntingly she chided him.

come'^^eelcr"
"""^^^'^Po^e of yourself, and notcome peeking around me again. I'm not one ofyour specimens, you know."

She stayed to smile a moment's mockery, thenkeeling over, one supple arm flexed like a bow

anHhi'l^mer-' ''T T""' ^^^^^"'"^ »^-' ^^-^'^and shimmering, further from the shore.
She called back to him. "Here's for a racewith Dinodon. I'll tell him not to eat you '

fh.fu ''^\T
^*'P"*te. so very much in anguishthat he could not brook her mockery. It ftun^

'T;.:';Ti:r.^r ^- - -^e.^ He scrtZ
-- "'*^ "Orus at ner.
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"What if he eats you first'" r^damned-I hope he Jts you
"* ''^"" *"** •»•

^arew^rreM ^LVn^eT't'c'^r^ ^^'^^^ *'^-

»wung furiously away ' ° *"*' ^'^^^'^^
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H^ went back to his lonely house. It was hi^hnoon now and h. k.j .
**

•round for food Z;7 5
'' "" ''""• "« '""M

buildings, walked ,1
,"

w.,:rC%d' l'"'"^
""

anxious survey "^«' '"' another

n«a."; r;r,r:ars.«;r::; -- ^;'""- ^'•
tlose to the farther hlnl, V "'°""' °' ""« "•I"

o' .He a™phih^?:„X' detrtLr-rin all probability Celeste h.Tlx
°'"«"'"8 «hat

•.r home for her own L^ "'"""" "*'"'''' 'o

his dwelling andS tm" """'• "' """'""

»wbtp--r:;ir;r

P"Hl..c.. Sod a a ,:,rfZ""»"« ">« ".iracle

the best of such commrni • '" ""'P"-''ion with
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would have brouirh. A- nr .. ! ' ^" <''«overy

of a millionairr^Bufr !!'""''"''" "" """^
terms of science he hi? " '""'" ""'^ """' '"

cial values, h sU' wte "7"",'°" "' """•""
ances. To be s,™ ^?^^ f "^ '°"""" " «"•

•o «ive in the : Ws seerTfo'T
""'"""'"'

innate conceit of tile m,„„ .
"" '"°''^- **>'

be was dead he tpTCed*^ r""^ """• '"<' ^h"
m—i-irl .

expected Science to bono.., —j-..nd .„ remember him. Bu, a. far conVmlng
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somewhere out in the water, for from that vantaoe
point practically the whole of the inlet came under
ubserva.,on l^ut land and water both seemed
Jieserted. He found the impressions of her hare
feet m the sand but they led helter-skelter in all
airectums and so told him nothing. The obvious
assumption was that. long before this, she wa»
safely at home and under the maternal wing of Mrs

Guido detested the idea of calling at the house
to make enquiries. It meant contact and convi-r-
aation with a woman and the only woman he ever
tolerated was th.s girl, for whose safety he now
distressed h.mself. Mrs. Simms annoyed hin7
>othered him tremendously. But for the sake ofus White l-rog. to the harmless old lady he went
forthwith, to discover at once that Celeste was not

"I have not seen the child." wailed th^ house-
keeper m response to his inquiries."since earlv inthe afternoon. She never tells me where she's
going, and she doesn't know there's such a thing asme^times. There's her supper, look, still waiUng

n.Jl r' ^"/"«'"»>'-acing gesture that accom-
panied her words, encompassing a multitude of sup-
pressed complaints, a host of woes and worries, butGuido fe.t the burden of his own dismay suffident
tor the evening and hastily departed.

He had not expressed his fears to the agedwoman; how could he. when, after all these years
she did not even know that Dinodon existed. Back

There was a miniature path that Celeste in-
variably followed from her dwelling to her beacha ribbon of trodden earth th.f ,;,_1„.«" .. * .'— -"--'-aBScu inrougn
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he stumps, and terminated short of the shore-Iinem a grove of poplar saplings; it was her disrobing

knl'it h 1^' questioned how Guido knew thi.s

out'^crple' ''
'"' ^""' '"^^ '^^ ^^^^-« -th-

He found them, then, and gauged the worstTwo httle shoes beside a tiny heap of clothing, and
v^here the ground was soft and bare, the in^dents
of her ten small toes-the White Frog's toes

»

He reeled a little as he read the signs. Therewas no proof; she could be safe and sound; she

moment% I'^J'^'r^^^'y "•^^' '^^^y «* anymoment to mock h,m from her ambush, just likeshe liad mocked and tantalized that morning. BuGu.do knew that there would be no sound oFmock-

Taughter
''''' ^^ ^'^ ^'"^ *^' '*^* °^ ^'^ «°f'

Room for uncertainty, even for assumption ofher safety tliere was a plenty; yet in hJs heartdwelt certamty that he would see Celeste no morSo Guido clutched at the little shoes, lifting them
to h,s heart then ran in cold panic to the water^

CeLe'ce" ^'""' '^*" ^^" ^^^^^ "^^•--

in. f^^^ T^ *^''^' ^°^ ''^"^ '^^ ^"^^^ not, call-ng to the shadows and the moonlight, calling to
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CHAPTER XXXIV

|T was more a ghost than a man, this stricken thing
that presently stumbled back to the desolation

of the log buildings and a bitter loneliness that
numbed, while yet it tortured. Surely the carnal
flesh of Swartzhausen returned that night, but the
soul of the man, the spirit of his science alike were
slam, and in place thereof a - -^dness magnified
with lust to kill. No fears assa..cd him now. He
went his way to seek revenge and, if must be, to
perish m the consummation of that vengence.

He still had the poison ; in all a plentiful sup-
ply. Would it see him through? Would those
death-dealing needles serve him now or fail him?
Dinodon was huge, stupendous; three tons of
wicked, vital flesh; but had not Verver claimed
that those few shrunken roots were filled with death
enough to kill a whale? Enough to kill a whale'
And Dinodon was no leviathan. But the midp^et
of a whale was he ! Well, soon would Guido know.

He came to the patch of sand as he approached
the house and all at once the maddened man felt
impelled to write his words of wrath, to vent his
spleen in furious lettering. But Dinodon had been
first again! There stood the reptile's challenge-

MEAT OR U . . . .

Defiantly they greeted him, those straggling
marks that seemed to leer from out the sand. This
time they induced no fear; only a greater urge to
kill.

The Tadpole-man danced on them in his frenzy,
obliterating eveiy line and curve, until the spot was'
nothing better than the havoc of a thousand heels.
If Dinodon were lurking near, Guido neither feared
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nor cared
;
somehow he seemed to feel himself se-cure; even to know tliat he would triumph. Steady-

down the sand, usmg a rake turned over for the
purpose. Then Guido answered Dinodon:

MEAT YOU SHALL HAVE I

TX>NIGHT YOU FEAST •

....^1 fu
""*** *^' '^''''^^ '''^"^ «« o"^ ^y one hegouged them out with the handle of his rake, andhavmg wntten, awhile he stood survevin^ hi.

hunself and to the night as his maniacanger ebbedand flowed within him. ,
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CHAPTER XXXV

SWARTZHAUSEN killed the sheep. He dragged
It close to where he had just Written, and cut

Its throat, wetting his hands in the crimson flow
and splashing it around; counting, no doubt, that
the smell of fresh-spilled blood would coax the
saurian home if he were not foraging too far away.

He poisoned the carcass next, thrusting his
needles far and wide into the still warm flesh, untU
satisfied his bait was loaded with destruction, he
took the case of hypodermic needles to the house
and placed it, still open, on the table in his labora-
tory. The little shoes that had been carried about
in his pockets all this time he now stood on a shelfm the kitchen; such a shelf as one sometimes sees
erected for a clock to stand upon, slightly above
one's heaa.

Guido fortified his home. Inside and out he
nailed thick planks across his windows and also
over his laboratory door. But the kitchen door he
could not plank outside; he must not block "his one
retreat in case he were attacked too suddenly;
therefore he carried in, firat a sturdy log to b^
braced against it, and then a bar of iron which
when he had locked himself inside he meant to lay
across by fitting it snugly into auger holes that he
bored for this purpose in the door-frame.

"You will not break through that," he growled
aloud, grimly satisfied with his achievement, "but
try, you fiend!"

He was ready now, ready to stake his life
against ^the life of this fell beast, for w<hose existence
he stood responsible. But one thing yet remained
for him to do. He must call the monster home.
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He could not chance its non-appearance now thath.s snare was waiting. „or could he wait him elfHe must be avenged tonig-ht.
He stod for a mdment by the water'^ pHo.-

mo..„„,ess i„ the moonlight, and swe7 he .hlm-mnng expanse with his eye. I. was so calm To

f" "?'' •''"'"«>''. that moon-kissed surface It

Ztl ri
'°

"""'L?'
"«'"• "> -'-Celeste

,Z„ ,
" '"'"=^«' "« slumbering lake a

I^7„ /'j' """'"'• » """8 «*«-«. of silence

evenrrt '^- ^T'' *' ""»" "" "»'' b"even so, the silver splendor of the night compelledh.s nerves to quieten, the flames that scorched hi.bram to wither down. Swart.hausen sTood a ,o

'

while gazing at the scene, somberly brooding evenas once a spirit brooded over the face of the wa"rsIt was mental rest and balm, with fear for the

"orht ."?",' '""" "'^ '^'•'^' *"' "ot his hat
un^ufn'cha"

""""'" ^"^ '"' -' »"

oncet.fK ""u^" "°°"*' ""'^ Tadpole-man whoonce had been herpetologist and scientist-surgeon-

thTh.;.h V r^
^''"" ''"^- Thus he halted inthe hush of night, a warrior on the brink of battle

cl"M '
'r".'"""

"' ««'«' *' 3i'ence"ha' pre:

?rtt\he1rtt°'
^™'' ""'" '^""'"^ ""^»-

He broke the spell at last, waking the stiUncs

moned Dtat,
"/'"^ ""''*'«• ^hus^ad he sum!

^!t l^ ..°' ^°"- '° '•"""•oned he the brute.on,ght,_the call to meat, the c.,1 to ec.oli„_the
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CHAPTER XXXVI

QINODON came. In response to the long fam-
iliar signal and, perhaps, to that inviting

smell of blood which, wafted from the beach, had
m all probability already reached his nostrils, the
giant amphibian sped to shore. He knew the sheep
awaited him, and had landed once before that night
only to find the one that served him absent, and
his intended victim bleating companionless in a
well-locked barn. Hence his irate challenge : "Meat
or you." Famished he was, and spurred to wrath
by hunger, for little enough was left in all that lake
or its environs to give the Thing his fill. So he
returned ravenous from fasting and Swartzhausen,
by this time safe behind his ramparts, watched him
drag his slim length from the water.

Dinodon was never once a fool. Nor had
Verver been. Though he had no sense of poison-
danger, though he could not analyse the nature of
the snare, he knew it was a trap ; something hostile,
treacherous and ominous, that he must keep away
from.

He smelt the sheep. He did not nose it; he
kept his dreadful snout a short, safe length away,
and wlio can paint with thought or word the pro-'
cess of his reasoning? But instead of a victim left
alive for him to seize and kill, there was that slain
body, vvith blood about it everywhere; yes, blood
and Guido's very recent presence.

He could not deduce the literal truth ; that was
beyond him. But he could argue mistily that this
well-slaughtered sheep was there to harm him;
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that Swartzhauscn had set it ther^ setting, withalh.s hand against him. And, thougl -.odoim^hnot break down the door, his belle, rocked fhe
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CHAPTER XXXVII

T^IE kitchen and the laboratory were the rooms
that faced the lake. Back of them, in the form

of a iean-to, were other rooms filled with miscel-
laneous things, but one of them Swartzhausen's
bedroom. If Dinodon broke through a window he
could not enter, his bulk would be too great, but
he would be able to reach much farther in. driving
the man to the far recesses; and what might -hap-
pen m the end? If he broke through once it was
safe to reckon he could break through a second
place, and then a third, until, in the end. he could
leap from aperture to aperture, thrusting his long
neck m at any point. Could Swartzhausen evade
nimr

Fear returned to the man imprisoned in that
house Fear of physical death and torture from
those fierce, insistent fangs. He writhed and trem-
bled as -his mind dwelt on such horror, and in
imagination, the cruel teeth rent and tore his body.He had seen them rend so many things; often
creatures larger than himself.

What an awful doom! What a death to die!Now the attack commenced. A succession of
crasflies against the building, a whirlwind of fury
hurling Itself upon the resistance of stout timbers.By this time the brute aras raging and in his
paroxysms he did not stay at first to select one
point at which to batter. Instead, leaping high in
air he f ung th, -hole of his immane bulk against
the walls as if to sweep the structure from off thepounu tt stood upon. No such effort could endure
for any length of time; soon Dinodon was stalking
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IT'

around the place seeking some less strenuous way
by which to destroy his foe.

Then tlie real horror of the thing began. The
creatures faculty of reason took the field; he com-
menced to test the doors and windows, the very
tactics Swartzhausen most dreaded. He selected
finally the entrance to the kitchen, seeking with his
claws to tear his way inside. Failing in this, the
terrible teeth began their assault, wrenching away
the woodwork. But here again the brute was
baffled. Qu.te easily he tore the outer frame to
pieces, ripping the rough hewn planks that formed
It like paper from a wall. But the smooth, sheer
boards of the door itself he could not get his teeth
mto. and wrench as he would at the logs on either
side of It, the barrier withstood him. Again the
brute desisted, but first he swung his tail in one
tremendous blow against the portals that resisted
him. It shook the building but availed him nothing
and Swartzhausen, trembling within, knew that the
reptile had inflicted pain upon himself by this tre-
mendous impact, for once more the monster bel-
lowed

Then, for a space of time, Dinodon's efforts
ceased, and Guido. shivering in liis death-cell homemoved fearfully about, creeping from window to
window, peering out wherever he could between
the interstices of the planks that shuttered them.The saurian had moved away, and now. a short
distance from the house performed a watchful
•entry-go, stalking back and forth, as strange a
sight as It was awesome and forbidding. But
seldom his eyes of hate were turned away, and if
they were, then very quickly focused back again.

In spite of the horror of the situation, to some
extent Guido felt secure. He did not believe the
moHSicr was able to break in, unless he wrenched
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away part of the roof, and even then the scientist
thought h.s attacker could not reach him; for the
walls were high, and under tlie rafters was a well-
f oored attic. What Dinodon was thinking as he
stalked about, apart from thoughts of bestial hate
h.s pnsoner could not know. It began to take on
the aspect of a siege. Would Dinodon retreat atdawn, or would he continue to beleaguer his enemy
throughout the day?

The Tadpole-man commenced in turn to wan-
der about. Once he looked at the time; it was long
past midnight. Once and more, he looked through
a window at the Thing outside, who swung without
variation back and forth continuously, monotonous-
ly even; once lie looked at the little shoes, and very
suddenly his terrors left him

They were Celeste's shoes, or they had been
hers, just a little while ago. How many hourssmce he had placed them tfhere? How long since
her white feet had worn them? And then, as griefand anger outstripped all else -how long before
this child would be avenged? How long, indeed,
when that huge tower of death rampaged without,bidmg Its time to slay him.

nr. l^A "'-^u*
^""'^ °"' ^"*^*^« a monster

prowled; withm a man walked to and fro. who
ever and anon stopped to look at two little shoeson a shelf above him

They were elfin shoes; Celeste the elf thatwore them. They were magic shoes, casting their
spell upon him. They seemed to beckon, to call

T.^'l^T'T^V "^^^«"fi^«' revenge, revenge!"
Like Abel s blood those little shoes clamored for
requital. "Vengence! You must avenge!"
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CHAPTER XXXVIH

QUIDO stoodmore than willing to avenge. His
whole being cried out, in turn, for vengeance,

burned for requital; but his hands were impotent,
he lacked the means.

Presently he took the lamp in his hand and
pa.ssed into his erstwhile laboratory, his mind in-
tent upon the poison. Apparently Dinodon, watch-
ing always, noticed the passage of the light from
room to room. He stirred at once, advanced again
towards the house, and commenced nosing the
laboratory door, which, unlike that of the kitchen,
was well fortified with planks firmly spiked across
it both inside and out. The imprisoned man halted
in the centre of the floor and, lamp in hand, re-
mamed eyeing the entrance. But he did not be-
lieve Dinodon could tear loose the solid walls of
planks that served as double protection to him.

Dinodon's every effort was concentrated upon
wrecking a way into the house and destroying his
foe. The Tadpole-man's one object was to convey
a part of that efficient poison into the gargantuan
body of the amphibian, and he did not know how
to do it.

He had discharged his needles into the sheep,
and Dinodon had warily rejected the meat. He
looked thoughtfully at the leather case now. There
were just three needles left and one slender phial.
But in that slim crystal cylinder resided death and
destruction enough to recharge a hundred needles,
and slay a host of Dinodons. Yet here he stood,
mcarcerated in his own abode and in deathly peril.

Oh, for a rifle nowf How easily had Severin
killed that menacing god, because armed with a
suitable weapon. In all these years Guido had
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never kept a rifle on the place. He had at no time
thought to possess himself of one. He was a

scientist and student, not a hunter. So here he was
in this dread hour, unarmed and helpless except for

this shabby black case spread harmlessly upon the

tablt.

Almost ignoring the lurking brute outside, v.ho

fretted at the door scarcely a dozen feet away, for

a brief space of time Guido stood motionless in the

centre of the room, lost in deep thought, and con-

centrated upon his problem. He recalled to mind
how quickly Verver died following that one slight

injection, the giving of which had transformed him
into a murderer. But just a few seconds after the

withdrawal of the needle his victim was stone deadl
Before he realized the trend his thoughts were tak-

ing, he found himself deciding which of the two
methods, the needle or the draught, he would em-
ploy if the worst happened and he needs must resort

to self-destruction in order to avoid the torture of

Dinodon's sharp fangs. And thinking thus, he
recalled his long-dead neighbor's words: "If you
drink it, it is a little slower; but inject it into your
blood, and you are dead."

Surely there would be time to fhrust a kindly

needle into his flesh if Dinodon broke in.

On top of this reflection came another, a gloomy
thought, but, for all that, comforting. If Dinodon
touched his body after that injection, Dinodon also

would be dead.

The idea cauglit his fancy; it even drew a

smile to his face, or more aptly described, a gleam
of satisfaction. He would be sure of revenge even
though dead himself. It would be Victory won,
not in Defeat but in Death.

x^ few minutes later he was back in the kiteheti

with >.he case in his grasp, and gazing again at
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Celeste . .mall *hoes. They fascinated him to that
n^ could not keep away io any kngth of time. A»
he scrutinized them now, the greatest, the most
stupendous thought of ail occurred to him. It wasso extreme, so vast in its completeness, and yet so
simple because ,11 things truly great are funda-
mentally simple, that he ^runk from it. Then
again it demanded so much of Guido Swartxhau-
sen s ipse se. that he flung it from him fretfully.He could not do this thing-not even for Celeste!

For with that one swift flash of thought theway nad been made clear. He knew now how toconsummate his vengeance.

don
1^** **""*' **** '***"°" *"** *^**' himself to Dino-

A.r l"/r *•!"' "*•*"«'«» *<='«"«: to life; small won-
der that Guido quailed. He shrunk from such a
sacrifice. Througliout his span of years he had

IVlTr^A^"^"^^ ^"""«^ *° ^° *»*»"«« for others,
he had lived for science, and for himself alone. He
could not kill himself deliberately while there was
yet a chance to escape-to live. No, he thought asecond time, not even for Celeste.

Again his eyes crept up to the littl« shoes as
if to ask exemption. The little shots smiled back—^Dut smiled encouragement.

"Vengeance—you must requite 1"

He thought he really heard the words. Si^r.|.
they were spoken. Guido set down his lamp and
stood there very still. The shelf above his eyes
bad become an altar; it was sacrosanct-and he,
h/-.-lf as a knight keeping vigil, so long he stayed
in

.
V* ^ost and silence. And all the while the

iml. . «, w..^ smiling, whispering down to him:
Y.u- ^,x^ ,or mW\ Your blood for mine!

Avf-g^J Requite 1"
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CHAPTER XXXIX

QINGIX)N, and his patience parted company.
The dawn was nearing; he wanted his enemy,

and he wanted him before daylight. The monster
resumed his attack upon the house; once more he
hurled his tons of fury in the air, and crushed
against the building. The stout logs creaked at
their well-notched ends, but easily resisted the im-
pact of his weight.

Swartzhausen, startled from his reverie a d
almost shaken off his feet, held no fears now.
Instead, 'he shook his fist towards his unseen foe
ana advanced a step or two towards the door.

"Wait, you fiend! I'm coming out."
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CHAPTER XL

fT did not seem to trouble him thence-fonvard,
this thought of self-devised, and self-inflicted

death. He found himself inwardly discussing it,
analysing his own emotions, and wondering, the
while, how he came to accept this fate so calmly.
Perhaps. Guido did not realize the truth, that he
had reached at last his supremest hour of life; his
hour of immolation. He only felt a sense of satis-
faction, a feeling of security, based on the thought
that his resolutions would ftand the test. Now he
was ready to die, actually wanted to die, in order
to avenge his White Frog; the perfect little frogwhom Dinodon had devoured

So Swartzliausen, whilom herpetologist and
surgeon, the Tadpole-Man of Warning Lake
awaited immolation, with fear dislodged, disdained,'
while in Its place a grim determination settled,
steeling his soul to sacrifice. And because this
hour must be his last, embracing his last act of
life, he felt it his prerogative to shorten or prolon-
It. "^ "

He could bide a little longer, a very little
longer, to stand before Celeste's small shoes and
tnink.

She had seemed so very wonderful ; how could
he have hved throughout those solitary years with-
out her? Sometimes, for weeks on end. this child
•had been the only human being with whom he
spoke. Certainly she was always the only one he
joyed in talking to. To her. so often, he had boasted
his triumphs, unfolded his fond schemes, and nnoa
occasion glibly told his lies.
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Now Celeste was dead, and Guido felt that he,
himself, had slain her; he who deliberately had
killed her father when, perhaps, he could have
saved, or prolonged, his life. For the sake of his
mad science he slew him, and now, directly as a
sequel to that act of murder, this monster-thing
that he had raised and reared had killed Celeste.
Therefore, he argued fiercely, he, himself, destroyed
her.

He did not note the lamp was burning low,
nor yet that Dinodon was tearing at the planks
again. He stood transfixed before the little shoes,
the while uncounted pictures of Celeste were con-
jured into retrospect. He held her in a myriad
postures, visioned her in a myriad scenes, followed,
as it were, the while she tripped her care-free road
from child to woman. Again, and yet again, he
watched as he had watched so often her white arms
fling the spray, and marked ecstatically the flash
of her slim body torpedoing its silver way. En-
tranced, once more, he viewed the splendour of that
perfect nudity — the White Frog's nudity.

Still Guido lingered. So this was to be his
end. He had trifled with Life, and Life at the last
had overcome him. He had wrouglit against
Death, even against God, if there were a God, and
Death as the left hand of God was now stretched
out towards him. But he had triumphed ! Surely
he had triumphed? Had he not swerved the laws
of Growth, the annabolic and the katabolic of
physical fulfillment? Was not this Peril at his
door his proof — his evidence? Surely he had
triumphed? And just as surely this victory over
Life and Death, won in the path of God's just
wrath, now spelt debacle for him.
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CHAPTER XLI

TfHE lamp was almost out. He woke from his

Th. »,.!"",
"''''""*'' *"^ '"'"'^^ t^^a^-ds the door

c?refui?'^
^^ ^'' ^'^^^ ^^^^"«* '^^ he movent

oMron^r
"" *' "''' *'"^* "°"^- «« ^^'t the ba

wo^M rr."!
°"" ""^ * ^h''^' t° make sure .[would not hmder at the last. What tliere was to

noTm^:dter-^^*'-^--*^^~ there ^^^^^

everfLt*'!n!r
rehearsing mentally; anticipating

ZZ^ ^
movement of what was soon to be

alter h! t^T^f '" ^' «^ -"»* "ot fail nolaiter. He would lower the bar, cautiously silentlvHe would hold the phial with one hand^he dJ^^Jknob w,th the other. Then he must move LiXHe would dr „k the poison to the last droplTnou'

h

*^1» ^J««--t^5" ^"-^''y open the dc^ ^'^

Ana then again?

T.dpoI^,„ *<• '"e most «traordina.y aL „f

m each hand, and gently, reverently, kissed them IThen, ,us as gently, just as reverently, slowly anddehberately, Guide placed them back upon the shelf

othTs V^:
""" "»" "" "«•« «" ^ «He';!"ur

will«^ '* """"'"'' "' ""'' "-""^ - I
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CHAPTER XLII

[-JE lowered the bar.

fl««fh
3*"*;-^"' °"* lingering moment. One blessed

flasfh of time; one little measure begged of alleternity ~ i„ which to view again Celeste's whftearms fl.ng off the spray. One picture moTe ofsupple hmbs and silver water. Then back to grimdetermmation; stern requital.

This time he cried aloud his words: "My littlefrog- my innocent White Frog- thus I revenge."He drank it then.
*

One more breath to breathe; one second Wt
But^h.H

''^' '"''"^' '^ "*"«* "»°^« swiftly
±Jut the door is open now.

A smile beneath the 'trim, black beard, a smile
of ecstacy. A wonder-light in the small, d;rk eyesthe hght of exaltation. A cold wind swieping overhim, through him — Ah!

^
But Guido Swartzhausen has passed the door.

I
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CHAPTElR XLII

HEADED for Guide's strip of beach Celeste's
small boat drove slowly towards the shore.

There was very little breeze, but what there was
had served her across the lake. Becalmed the night
before, the girl had slept curled up under her sail,
her craft snugly moored irt a sheltered nook she
knew, somewhere along the opposite banks. She
crossed with the first of the daylight, picking her
way unerringly through the clinging mists that
wrapped the breast of Warning Lake like a nebul-
ousxerement. Celeste sprang lightly from bow to
land, the bearer of important tidings.

For she had been again to the delinquent farmer
who was to have delivered the remaining sheep
and now, due to her happy mingling of smiles and
coercion, they would be landed from the ferry at
her own wharf early in the forenoon, and Guido
must be there to help her drive them over to his
barn.

It was strangely still at that early hour as
Celeste commenced to walk the few yards inter-
vening between beach and buildings. Of a sudden
she felt, without sign or substance prompting it
that the unusual or unwonted confronted her All
at once she saw the tracks.

Why did Dinodon tread so heavily in that soft
stretch of sand? Why had his caution left him?And why again had he not kept a less visible course
over the gravel bars?

Uneven, agitated tracks they seemed She
looked at them contemplatively, keenly. Then •

y\ny had Dinodon rushed from the house like that>
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Sure by now of something \try wrong, she
hastened to the buildings. There was the still,

dead sheep, there the open door, and there, in front
of the door—a splatter of blood ! She saw with
dismay the five-toed monster tracks abounding
everywhere.

Celeste began to understand. The untouched
sheep, the splatter of blood ; an open door and an
empty house, no Guido anywhere. But, on the
threshold of that silent home, a shattered phial —
the poison.

At last she understood.

Her hands went to her breast and crossed upon
it. They clutched her struggling heart as if to hold
it still

;
but she looked alertly about the rooms, and,

in a moment all was as plain to read as a printed
page, and every phase of that grim drama repeated
its gruesome tale

Yet she gazed in wonder at the two small
shoes, her shoes, that nestled side by side on the
little sfhelf above her. Why had Guido taken them ?

Why had he put them there?

Then in a flash she comprehended.
"Oh, Guido, Guido ! Could you not know that

I iiad changed my clothes — I always changed
them there!"

She followed the tracks again from the door.
Past the piteous sheep

; past the splatter of blood

;

down, down, how far this time it seemed, as she
traced tliose tracks of death to the lake's chill edge
where they disappeared.

But wherever the pentadactyl feet had trod
ran an ominous grove beside them : a sinister rune
that she could read. Oh Dinodon ! Oh Guido

!

The breeze stole in from the riffled lake and
softly stirred the crimson dress' that clad her, as
over the mountains to the east a golden day arose

;
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while yet she stood, and looked, and read and

Dumbly she read. The Writing in ,he Sandwas mamfest that morning. Dumbly she reapedthat both were gone; that she was left alone

hose ,1,'/™^" °"'' '""'"'• '"«'' heels and silkenhose the w.ldmg stood bereaved. And we our

The Monster or the Man ?

FINIS
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